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The· basic probl~m in·· .the. aerodynamic design of an axial· . . ( 
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.within the limitations imposed by stress, turbine matchi,;ig·~ 
and e·conomic considerations such as efficiency trade off 
· · versus numbe1;.9 of stages_ •. 
. !/_.,....- .·. 
To define exactly the, flow conditions at all "poi1its in 
the flow field would require taking into account an extremely . . 
large number of variables in addition to solving the Navier 
Stokes equations for compressibl~, -viscous, unsteady flow --
with turbulence. _Any·working method, therefore, must be a 
compromise between simplicity and accur~cy. 
-r 
In the optimization and design procedure the correla.tions ;;; . 
of Ainley and Mathieson (Ref. 1) have-been utilized, and since. 
, these correlations .are -based upon cascade mean flow path data, 
th~ method is essentially a mean diameter design proced-ure. · 
. The basic design procedure has been divided into·tbree sequen-
tial steps, the _first of which is· the optimization and eval-.. . ~· 
ua tion of the turbine major parameters with given limitations. 
After selection of major parameters the next.step is the ~ . 
detailed thermodynamic calculation, the end result of which 
. is the· specifying of the temperature, pressure, vel·ocity. · 
. ~ 
.~ . :-
. ··.,; .. 
.,,I • 
.. . 
- 1. .. .. .cc-- '. 
•• 
. <\· ., . 
... . . . 
,I . 






· ... ~ ... 
. . .. 
and deqsity throughou,t t'-1e · fl~ field assuming a prescribed . · 
. .  
. . variation of peripheral velocity component with ra.dius. · The .· . 
, -
. . ,_,J. major simplifying ·assumpti()n made~ in addition to the usual 
.. 
,. boundary layer approximation that away from solid surfaces 
',\ 
r-·\') the flow is.inviscid, is that in the solution of the Navier 
, Stokes equation the flow may be considered ·to be the super· 
· imposition of two 2~dimensional solutions; i.e., the axi-




r. The final step in the design procedure is ··t:ne relating _o.f · 
/,,,-
/ 
the thermodynamic.calcuiation to p1'ysical blade profiles 
I 
in order to obtain the requirea amount of work. 
r"V 
.. The simplifying assumptions of this method have ·een 
found to ·grea_tly reduce the time required to design an \. 
1
, 
. I \ 
. . \ \ 
"' 
. 
........·~, axia 1 flow tur}:>ine without inc~urring serious loss of ·. \ 
accuracy. The accuracy, at the design point, that may be 
expected is in the order of ! 2% on efficiency and :!:' 3% on 
capacity . 
. In using the analysis of this report to predict part~ 
· ·_ load Operation, however, it has been found that while 
~ . 
·efficiency l)rediction remains reasona"bl·y good, the capac-ity 
' 0 
. ''··-,, pr@4iction over estimates the flow by about 1~· at q~r-ter b 
. • 
•• • 
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eni:ha lpy and. entropy gradients chan&e such that the mean 
section is no lOtlgel" an-average representation of t:he fia,;·------- ---·· ·-·«-
: : ': : .'' . ' 
conditions· _over the whole ·blade_ length. 




. · . thesis, a design example is ·presented in Section 4. Sihce 
t.his example is of a turbine which has· been built and tested,· 
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02 Total relative to rotor inlet 
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03 
1 Static at stator inlet· 
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Tangential direction at outlet from r·otor 
A Axial 
A2 Axial at stator outlet 
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· ·. The purpose of this report is to present a complete 
' . . 
'ij 
• 




. Today there are a multi.tude. of text .. books· and "technical 
papers available which cover most completely the present. 
\ 
· · state of the science and art of turbine design,. and it is not 
' 
. proposed here to evaluate ·the advantages or disadvantages .of 
any particular method. This paper rather gives a desigri 
method which the writer has found ~ill permit the reliable· 
. 
prediction of capacity,_ .efficiency, and part load operation 
of an axia 1 flow turbine. ~ - ,, 




Ainley and Mathi~)on repC>rt. (1). This report does not use 
-
. different r~lationship~ for rotating and st·ationary rows, 
,.\ .... 
and this simplification must involve errors since the flow· 
in a rotating cascade is fundamentally different from that in 
a stationary cascade. As pointed out in the Ainley report 
.. in order to predict exactly the flow conditions at all points . . . 





· .· in ~he flow· field, _an_ exceed.ing.ly large number of variables 
·-
... , .. 




" would have to be· taken into account. 
, In orde'r i:o ~chieve a nie~ure of simplicity the number 
........ ,. . ·-
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I 
r 
,. method must be a compromise. betw_~en simplic~ty and accuracy~ 
.. 
A further major ~implification throughout the tre~tmEi'nt by 
·AiI?,ley· is -the one of considering the. flow path through· eac.h ,--"···.···'.~··"··~ 
\. . 
. ' 
. stage -~t one dia~eter only. ·The "reference diam.eter selected . . 




outer ·diameters. In adop.ting this procedure it .is assumed · __ '. 
that in any ~ross sectional plane of ·flow between adjacent ) 
. ' 
row.s the total pressure, temperature, and axial velocity are 
equal at all points in the flow field. In general this·is 
' ' far· from the. truth,. however, .. the c_orrect overall stage 
· characteristics may be, predicted if the efflUX angles and 
pressure loss coefficients at the reference sections are 
equal· to the mean values over the entire cross section. The 
accuracy of· the performance calculations rests entirely upon 
the ciccUJ:acy with which these values can ~timated. The 
corre_lations of Ainley and Mathieson do not permit the 
-
' .. 
es~imation of pressure loss coefficient for blades with. 
negative inlet angles, and although negative· blade angles 
· -may be .expected at· tl}e blade ··tips;, of a row with a high 
~ 
, 
·,' .· ~ 
r·eaction ~e.an ~ec~ion, since the overall bl~de loss is related 
to.~the mean section this,sh6uld not present a·problem. The 
'.· .. 1 ... 
~ 
_'':J • estimation of optimum space chord ratio for· tip sections ·· . \ . . ' . 
' . 
. 
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· with negative inlet angles has been obtained· by extrapolation 
. . 
Of the' correlations of .Ainley and Mathieson with the aid of 
data 'from lraupel (2). 
,. 
' The methods of this thesis have been found to give. •-qjJ··· .. . . ""I ., ~.. . 
· accurate predictions for a large number of unchoked turbines 
. e ·, 
of di£ ferent sizes and horsepowers• 
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The· basic ·problem in. the design of a tllrbine is - • 0 I:, • ' ( 
" ··-··· -· 
· -obtain the overall maximum efficiency within the limita- - · -
._ : tions imposed by the matching of. the turbine characteris· 
. ·. 
. -~~<o-<''<·!><><-,., ••• ,-•••••·<I 
' ' 
,41, . 
· tics and stress. Turbines· may be divided into, {Ow~ broad 
categories, one being the aircraft type turbine, the 
other being the industrial type t~bine. The .main 
differences between these two types are turbine -inlet 
tempera~ure, and .last stage leaving conditions. In 
. 
, 
·general aero engine~ tend to have higher turbine inle-t 
.t.'-___ __; 
~ temperatures i:ri Qrder to reduce size. and weight, whereas · 
in an industrial turbine these considerations are of less 
·importance than blade life. Regarding_l~st stage· leaving 
. 
conditions, the ax_ial. leaving velocity from the blading of 
an aircraft turbine-is usually hig~er than that of an 
I 
industria~ type turbine. In the aircraft turbine further 
\ 
. 
. expansion takes place i.n the propelling nozzle after the · · 
fluid leaves the last blade row, however, in an·industrial . 
. 
-
- ~. '".. ... 
• • 
,_ .. 1:,. 
. ~,-- ,. . ... -, .... 
-




. turbine the leaving velocity is lost except for that portion 
.. 
· -· of kinetic energy recovered in the exhaust diffuser. 
. 
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·that the ~·num~er of designs to be. investigated are reduced . ' . -' (,,_ 
. . 
to a minimum. This section of the papsr o.utlines the 
' . principal factors affecting efficiency and puts 
.... -. ' \ 
a method of assessing it. 
'-~ . .. 
' . 1.1 · alsde Effi<;iency and Shaft Effi~iencx 
. . Shaft efficiency is the efficiepcy bas~d upon the ' . ~ . 
_;..;.,_ ,:-c,.,· 
horsepcwer delivered to the turbine shaft, and is the 
efficiency used in overall· performance calculations:! 
"< . 
·., 
Blading efficiency is defined· a.s the stage efficiency Q . - ' 
_. ·. ·which would be measured in a fully shr.ouded and· sealed 
' turbine, and x-eflects ··only. the profile and secondary 
. 
. losses. The difference between these two efficiencies 
· is due to blade ti·p leakage, cooling air interference ~ -
' 
. -and other matters of a detail design nature, the effects 
· . of which can be minimized by areful design. The purpo~e 
) 
s 
- ' .. ~,.. ' .•. 
·of the·. distin.ction is· to define an effi~iency which is 
.· determined by· the turbine design calculations alone and ' . , 
-
\ 
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, care is taken in the detail design stage. This difference 
is very real and may be as much as 5%. · 
-1.2 Work Pa;camete;r and FtoW Qoeffic.ient 
, ... Referring to figure 1.1, Eule1's equatio11 may b~ 
-· 
written as follows: 
,_ 
. _. ·.._ •' 
' 
- • ·,:, • ' :"1 • 
~ ~ ' .. -:,: -~. . : .· . . 
• • '!' 6h 
•. 
/ 
' .... ' -
.... .. . 
.. .. ..,: 
. : . ' 
' "' . 
', . 
.J,-,· ... · ·-
-. , . 0 




Now if u. = u :::::. u Z . 3 · 
Then 
1_, 
- - -Referring again to figure 1.1 
.. ) 
-~-
. ' . 
. . . ,~:.:' 
. ,-... . -
', - '. 
. ,;_,,. 
I>· . . 
•. 
We3. = CA 3 TAN /J3' _ . 
- 14 -
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· .. · ... · Substitutirlg (1.3) and (1~4) in (1.2)> we get, •. · .. ·· 
.. 




··1n terms of -absolute ·gas angl~~~~3::_ . > 
. ~ 
' 





1 <;. J'Aho ···= 
u 
. in terms of relative gas angles. 
. ' 
if we riow assume that ·CAZ== C A3 = CA 
~j 
Then 
'/c.TlJho CA TANCX.2. -TANo<.3 
u 
CA TAN J32 - TANf.33 
.. 
. ·. ·-·· 
·. . . ·,---·;, •.. :·- . 
. " ' ..._, .... ,~ 




. Dividing both sides by U in order to make the above 
• l: 
- -··· " 
· equa~i~ dimens~onless, _ we get 
.. ·· ,.;. 




=··.· ~ . TANCX.2 - TAN(X3 
•.CL . 
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and equatiori (t.6) may be wri~ten . 
'(' 
·. CA TANCX2.·. ;_TAN0<.3 u' - ,• 
. C . . .. i TAN/3z. -TAN/33 --1.7 
·;· .: -- In equation 
.· .. Kp/1T .. 
(1. 7) u' is defined as the work. 
·· parameter and CA as the flgw coeffiQ1ent. Examination 
. ·.-i:.>·;a .... 
·, . • r 
. ,. ·' 
i 
- .. I 
. ··.,. 
. . •'· . ' . 
= ~ ... . . . , 
. - - r. 
, ... ' 
' u 
,.,.. ' . 
of this equation shows that the work parameter is a 
' 
' function of flow coefficient and blade geometry. -
Further, it may be shown that a c'ondition such as 507o 
reaction or zero exit swirl is sufficient to dete,,rmine· 
. 
' 
·. blade geometry for a given value of work paramet:er and 
flow coefficient. In order to determine. efficiency for 
a given configuration· then, it is only necessary to 
· spe.cify the above conditions. Initially an attempt was 
· made . to obtain a- ·correlation between efficiency and blade 
geometry, for a given value of work parameter and fl~ . 
-
.. 
~ coefficient, by assuming blade geometry could be defined 
by deflectiOll only (i.e • cx,-<X2.'0R f3z. -A)• It was · ~ 3 . 
' , 
_ . subsequently, found, however, that this is only possible 
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. 
. . if the inlet area to the row i·s iarge· ·compared with ·the · 
. 
. . . . . 
· o_utlet area. · (1·.e. far away .from impulse). 
'· 
' . '·~ · .. 
.Figure 1.2 is a cros.s plot of data from· the "inley· and 
Ma.thieson ·report., · Examination of this curve sha.,s that 
below an area __ ratio about 1~5 the profile loss coefficient 
. 
· increases sharply, and it is no .l~ger permissible to . 
. assume that def le'iion alone d~termines its lllagnitude. 
Fqr preliminary estimates of the varia.tion of efficiency 
wi.th work parameter and flo-w coefficient the following 
cases were found sufficient to enable a reasonable 
. -estimate to be made· prior to a detail design. 
(1) ,_first stage, axial inlet, 5C1k reaction. 
(2) Internal stage, (X 1 = /32. , 50% reaction• 
. 
· (3) Last stage, · CX 1 = 20: cx3 = O 
(4) Single ge CX i _ cx3 = O 
.. 
... • .. ..:,,::.-
... :.., .... ; .. 
For ·the first ·two ·cases only the tota,l to total· effic-iency 
was calculated, for. the last two cases total to total and 
--- -total to static efficiencies were calculated. · -
, t· 
'n. 
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, Referring to figure 1. 3 the· total to total efficien~y 
'-is defined as follows: 
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· ·For the· 1ast stage: of a multist~ge turbine~ .or a . 




··.. · ... ··single stage ·turbine,' mtich· of, the ~kinetic energy is not . 
. . 
. ; r -recoverable and there is an additional enthalpy loss. ····· 
... _ .... :-· ·., ,··· : 
·. If no exit diffuser ii 
c2. 
3 
·2. :J ic 
'', t ·-~- .'- ·: ... ~ 
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' • • j • "···,·· ~ . 
. ·.:.:-_·.·. ·, ... -
·-.·, ·; -· - ; 
~ ' ' . - Defining the total to static efficiency .as th~ ratio·. 
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· 1 of actual turbine work to the. work that would be obtained· 
from an isentropic ~xpansion from . Po1 to P3 with zero, 
. . 
. 1· 
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Po3 1 I Po, ) 
A compu·ter program was written to per£ orm the · above 
calculations, wh~ch includes the following assumptions. 
'--:-', t .. 
. .. ': 
·--.:-·~ 
( 
-, .; . :. 
(-1) Profile and secondary. losses are t~ose 
takeri from th~ Ainley and Mathieson report. 
(2) Blades are fully shrouded and-se~led. -
,. . 
' (3) Blades are at the optimum space/chord ratio . 
(4) . 1 = 1. 350 . ' 
. 
..i (5) ·Hub/tip ratio = . 75 
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With the above assumptions it is considered that the ( . . . 
. "' .. re~ults obtained· are sufficient to enable the best 
.... ·, . . ...: .. 
. . ~\. ' 
.. 
· .. - .·· 
' 
-
velocity triangles to be drawn for· optimum heat q.rop · 0 ' 0 
• • • ~-;pO 
. '{'\ .• 
- ·· distribution. · ·For- reasons explain~d in_ SectiOll 1.1 
( 
-- ·, 
' the efficiencies calc-ulated are· blading efficienci~s '.··.· 
... 
· and corrections have to be· made for leakage losses 
arid ~ooling air interference, ete. 
( 
Curves of total 
and static efficiencies have been plotted, the 
,, 
· ·exan1ination of ·which permits. the foll-owing general 
·.observations. · / 
(-1) . IJ1_ the first and internal stages of a, 
multistage · turbine the. efficiency will . · 
. I 
be maximum when the flow coefficient· lies---
between • 6 and . 9; · The · optimum value · 
I 
._ •• 1· 
within this ra,;1ge is a ·function of w·ork. 
coefficient. · 
\ . - . 
. \. 
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(2) ·. In the last s.tage of a multistage turbine. 
or in a,· single stage~ turbine, if the exit 
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kinetic energy is utilized, such as in the 
., . 




I ·.· . 
.. -.: .. ~·.··.: 
..; . 
-·-· .. 
then a value of flow coefficient which lies 
~ ... 
· between .• 6 4nd .• 9 is ·desirable. ·The optimum 
· .. ·value within this range is a function of .... · 
work coefficient. However, in an indus,trial · .· · 
·· turbine the 'Value of flow coefficient should . 
,... 
not be greater than .s for a high efficiency_ .. 
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turbine, since the kinetic energy of· the·-.· 
leaving velocity is lost except for that 
. . 
portion rec over·ed ii;i the exhaust dif £user. · 
Further, the curves enable the formulation 
. ' . 
· of a set of design rules for high efficiency 
··turbines as follows: -
·· Dgsign Rules 
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· Rule 2 
·co 
For· the internal st;ages of a multistage turbine,· 
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a.si~gle st~ge ~urbine, 
. Kp~ T 1·5 ~- 2 :>, u .· l·O 
CA, should lie between 0. 9 and 0.6 in turbines u 
where t·he· exhaust velocity is utilized, but· in 
... 
• C, .•• 
,·• -
··., . 
· industrial turbines where the exhaust velocity 
is lost Ct should be made as small as possible~· . _ 
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l ' .. Degree of Reaction 
··Degree of reaction is _defined as follows·:.-: 
' : (, 
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~ Substituting (1.12) in eq.uation (-1.10), we get: 
• 
W. 2. 
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. Substituting (1.14) into equation (1.13), we get: 
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· Substituting equation (1.16) into (l.Li), and · 
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Examination of figure 1.2 shows that the most efficient ... 
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·general· rule 50%. reaction, at the mean section 
aimed ~t on all designs o : Although it theoretically is · 






mean ~ection reaction beyond 50%, in practice this presents. 
stressing problems __ ,· particular_ly ir,. high temperature. . 
' 
· ·_ · -t~rbines where· minimum stress requirements demand high· -
q taper ratios i.e., maximum blade·rooc section area apd . 
. 
• A' <:· . 
minimum blade tip s·ection area. In applying the recommend,ed 
· • _.··radial equilibrium of sec:t:f.on 2.3 it wil1 be seell that the .I 
. , 
·. ' ' 
) 
degree of reaction ·varies along the blade length.· The 
limitations on degree of reaction are 1007o reaction and· 
. zer.o reaction, and because of react·ion varia-tion with 
. blade length .it may not be possible, in all cases, to .... ,. 
' ' 
' 
obtain 50% reaction at ·the mean section. The limitations 
~ 
_ imposed by reaction v.ariation with· blade length- are I ~ • 
' 
aiscussed in section 1.4 .. Reeurning to the mean section 
. 
. 
, design, two_ cases will now be considere4, as follows: . 
· (1) 50% Re&'!tion Desigl} .J-. 
. ' 
,_.,. ... From examination· of Figure 1. ·1 it can be seen I . 
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C 'TAN CX· A . . a 
, Sub~tituting-' equation (1.20) in (1.19), we· get: 
R I I c.4 - - ........ z· ~ <, . u ) TA~.CX2 + TAN 0( 3 
Referring. again to Figure 1.'1 
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Subst·ituting equation (1.22) in (1.21), we get: · • 
. . R. I--''' ' I TAN0<.2.. + TAN CX3 
-2 TAN0<.2 - TAN/J2. r -
, 
.. : 
. . .. ·. . .. -
- •. ·. ,. 
. . • ·"" ! ' ·; 
· I ,TAN~2. + TAN0(3 
- . 2 TAN CX3 - TAN/33 






• C '••':•. ,;0,t.,,{,M1olo'O .' ' 
'...... . ' 
• - ., ,I,. " ... . _, ' ·~ . -
I 
· Now for 50% reaction, i.e1 R = 
'( 




I.E. ft2.' CX 3 -------/·24 
. TAN CX.3 - TAN r., == "FAN CX2· · + TANCXa 
. . }J3 .. 
I.E. /3 3 =)CX2.. ---------1·?5 
zero ,Exit Swirl ;Qesign 
The zero exit swirl. design is important: ~iilCe the 
\ , I . 
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t''. 
· :last stage of· a multistage ·turbine, or a single 
J •. 
· stage turbine, 
.:, 
· .Now for zero exit swirl, Ca 3 == 0 
From equation (1.2), 
or 
I ... 
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(1.26). into (~.27) 
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Examina~ion of~ e_qu.~~!on (1~28) reveals the following: 
(a.) A 501o reaction design can only be obtained for 
·.. . . . . Kp{ST . · 
\ 
a value of LJ2. = l·O 
, Kpl1 T The value of . u2 varies linearly with .· 
reaction- from a .value of two at zero reaction~ ··_ 
l 
to zero at 100'/o reaction • 
(e.) .The maximum value of work parameter that can. be\ 
used is two',. To increase the work parameter 
-
. 
above two requires th.e introduction of exi~ 
' 
swirl if the condition of rotor diffusion is to· 
· be avoided . 
1.4 Minimum Permissible Hub/Tip Ratio 
. ~. 
At the preliminary design stage it is important to 
know what restrictions, if any, hub/tip ratio will impose 
' 
~ 
upon a "Selected design. In accordance with the comments 
- made in section 1. 3 re la ting to mean section design, 
· three_ cases w1·11 be considered~ as :follows_: . · 
I . "'· . 
(a.) 50'/o reaction mean section design. 
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Impulse root,design~ 
(c) Zero exit swirl design. 
. . In the fol-lowing analysis .simJ:>le radial equilibrium 
will be assumed. Although the applicati·9n of the 
. 
. 
. .·." ... 
simplified radial equilibrium equation may not Sive .· · .. >. , . 
an exact solution to.the particular design __ under 
; consideration,. it is sufficiently accurate to enable'\ 
. 
the limiting hub/tip ratio to be determined at the 
I preliminary design stage·. 
In section 2 . 3 it is shown . that if. in·. a turbine stage 
the tangentia.l velocity distribution behind .the 
• 
stator and rotor -row are both free vortex, then 
& 
T' Caz= constant 
·/·29. r Ca3= constant 
Further, if the enthalpy drop and entropy • increase 
·are ·c0onstant at all. radii· the~ a complete solution· 
0 
to the flow • 1S as follows: ; 
.. 
K2. . CA2 - 'CONSTANT- Ce2 - -
' r ,, 
qAa - CONSTANT ··Ce.a Ks - \ C 
·r 
•·•··-· ~· .. ······ ... 
. . 
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-----,.-------===----~ME·t1 =:=-@Cl!_. __ !l!i§!I~ _ --. _________ _ 
•• •.•.•. lo 
···-·.~. 
TAN CY.2. = :t , TANfti = K2. 
· 4a l"CA 2 
.... 
·. . - . K~ -
TANCX.3 = - . 
. . .. · · ·l"'CAa 
- . . K~ 
, TAN/J3 = 1'CA3 
· Where K2 and K3 are constants determilled from the 
me~n sec~ion design. 
) 
.. 
Now.fro~ eq~tion (1.19) 
R = I 
.;..·,,· ' 
Substituting Ce 2. and Ca3 from equatioii (1. 30), 
we get, 
R ~, -
and if u = nr 
l·.30 
-
~ , .. , 
K2· + K3 . ------- . 
· 1··31 r2. 
. . 
The.~imi~ on permissible·hub/tip ratio is assumed 
. \\. 
. ~~\\_ 
to be impulse root» since high losses result from 
recompression in the rotor. Thus if the reaction 
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Substituting equation (1~32) into (1.31·) we find . . 
. 
·. that the. reaction at any radius r is given-by, '. 
. . ') .. : 
0.. . 
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For cases (af~nd (b) the ~PPlication of equation ? . •_' ., · .... 
! '-\.~ . ' ',t 
. = 
. ' ' • -~. ~ (1.33) gives the following resu-lts: .. ' . -' .·- ,, '. ' C-• 
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> - . 
(,a.) . 507o reaction mean sec.tion design 
. Let - rm = mean radius. 
Then 
rt = tip radius~ 
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- ;"'.-. ., Now ,ubstituting equation (1.34) into (1,33), we get ·, ",'\' 
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. . ' ' . (b) · Impulse root radius design. f . . .. __ ., ..... •r:. 
The radius where the reaction is 507o, .for impulse 
.. 
. ' .· .}, ·. 
. .,, ... 
·-·- root design, is given- by substituting equation (1.34) . . . 
.... 
into {l.33.) as follows: 
.-_rh 
·-
--: r '= . 
· .. ;-·;: .. ··.: 
. " 
----
~ , . :· ': ' -
.· Theref.ore . in a machine with a hub/tip rat·io of less 
than. 0707, if impulse root conditions are selected, 





the reaction will exceed 507o towards the tip. ' ' :~. 
(c) Zero exit swirl design. 
From equation (1.27) 
R = I I Cea. 2 U 
Substituting Ce2. fr.om equation (1.30), the flow ·· -~- · 
·solut~on for simple radial equilibrium, we· get · 
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· .· . Now ·for' impulse root c·onditions, 
b ' ' 
' . ' 
' K 2. ' I ~----------~ I ·38 -.·· '" 2Qr~ : - ·· .. 
,.,, 
··Substituting (1.38) into (1~37), we get 
' .... 2. 
_ .. ,-h ------·/·39-- - ·I · . ' . . . .. '.•,_ ·- .· . 
· · This equation is· identical to equation (1.33), and 
. 'I 
could have been anticipated. 
Now ~om equ~tion (1.28) 
' . ' 
, ..... _ 
R . = I I Ke6T 2 U' -----~ /•28. 
If Um is the mean section blade speed, then equating 
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·. Equation (1.41) gives. the condition for a zero exit swirl 
design with impulse root o To---obtain rotor root convergence 
· the left hand side of the equation must always be less 
than the right hand ·side. Because of· the importance · of 
.., determining the limiting· hub/~ip ratio at the pr.eliminary r 
desig~ stage,. equa~ion (1.41) has been plotted on Figure 
.1.10 to enable rapid assessment of root cond·ition • 
1.s MinimYffi Exif--Mach Nymber and Effekt of Reynolds Number 
In general for high area ratio· passages 1~ entry · 
· ·Mach numbers will be inevitable. · For high efficiency 
subsonic turbines o5 should be considered as the minimum 
permissible ~xit Mach number from a row since below this 
value losses increase rapidly. Mach number and Reynolds 
• 
. . 
· number ·are considered here together since part of the ,, 
. } . 
, ...... 
. -~ . 
reason f-or avoiding. low Mach nu~bers is the accompanying 
' . low Reynolds number. Based on,:blade chord length the 
· ~minimum permissible Reynolds n·umber for high efficiency 
turbines is considered to be 1o5. Ainley suggests that ., ' 
the losses in a turbine vary as the ratio·· 
-~ I 2x ,o~- 5 
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.·~ It has been the writers experience,. however, · that efficiency -- · 
' ' 
' . 
.. ' · increases little with increased Reynolds number, however, 
__ ,,,,., ... -.,..· ___ ·_ .. _:_ high Reynolds number dQes appear to effect, capacity due to_ 
decreased boundary laye·r displacement thickness. For a 
..... · · -·-Reynolds number of 106 t~e capacity· appears to increase by 
' .>,-~··A,' • 
~ 
. t 
. ·3_ to 5% from that calculated by the Ainley method. The .· . ~ ... -
. :·:: .. _ Reynolds· number based on blade chord is obtained ·as follows: 
. , . .I 

















. velocity in 
blade chord 
ft/sec . 
"' in ft. 
Ps =·· static pressure in lb/sq. ft. 
. _____ .;..;.. ~ 
·:- .. 
··-· 
· .• :. i ·~ 
· ;. Ts = static temperature in degrees Rankine 
.. RG = characteristic gas constant in ft. lb. /lb./ °F. . -
µ, = - dynamic viscosity in lb./ft.sec·. 
For air the variation of viscosity with temperature may be 
• 
-represented ·'by the following eqll:8tion: 
T 
-5 
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·.• · Figure 1.11 is a plot ·of equation 1.43, which although for 
a'ir., is considered. sufficiently a_ccurate for the estimation 
. "of the variation of viscosity with temper~ture for normal 
- gas turbine combustion products. At the preliminary design 
1 . stage a knowledge of the maximum Mach number is essential 
,i,. ~ 
in order to evaluate the proposed design. The two cases 




- "· section design and a- zero exit swirl design. As for ~?e · 
determination of minimum hub/tip ratio of section 1.4 " .'ft 
r 
simple radia 1 equilibr.ium is considered sufficiently ,_ 
accurate at the preliminary design stage to estimate 
critica·1 Mach numbers. For the two cases to be considered 
the maximum Mach n&mber occurs at the stator r9ot and may 
be estimated as follows: 
(a) 50% reaction mean section design 
From 'equation (1.31) 
- (I' R I ·/ m 
/. ' ,... , --- -.-.- ... 
. ·" ' 
2u-
. Where~-- u =·-- .-n r 
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For 507o reaction at the/ mean section . . , , r 
. ;· \. ' .. 
. "-(. ·.·•· .... ··.·.·· ... ~·. K,+ K3 . I AS --~- ., ..... . .,. . ·. . . . .· , . . ·• ' ~ . 
. o'\ 
. ,. ., 
· Substituting equation .(1.45). into· (1.44), we get: " .. 
: . · ..· ... R. = . J .. ~ .. im :rn .. ., .. 
U r · 
· and since m = . :.m ., 
. . . . . . 
... ':, . : · .. · . . U · r · 
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·substitutil)g equaf'ion (1.47 .. ) into (1.46), we get: 
Fr.om equa-tion (1.19) 
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Equating eq~tions (1.48) and (1.49), we get: . 
. 2. 1· 
-
8 




. . 2 
. ,, 
; Ce3hub + Ce2.hub 
Uhub 
' t' . ' . . . . 
• 
' :, ~· . 
• l,f; •. 
-Uhub . r 1: I 2 - ~ -
.. ; ,, 
- +· --- 1·50 ._~_-·.· A rh 
_, T '·.· 
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adding equations (1.,·51) and (1.50), we get: , . . . 
2. 
'Kp/JT 2 Caz.hub Uhub re +I ... "c .. , - + ; ~-
. 4- rh Unub 
·:~ '' .. 
···-
and since Uhub - Um rh • 
-rm 
; •. , ' 
..... 
2. 
-Caz.hub Urn r'h' r1: + ,I Kp/JT11m I • + ·a· ,rm rh 2 ' Um r_h 
and since rm = , rh + rt , · -. 
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and -dividing· 'l:>y Um · 
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. Ce2Aub I rt: 
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~ At the root the maximum Mach number· i.s that related ·to--. 
/. 
. • I'"" .', 
C2, the nozzle effl\IX velocity. 
·' 
Now ,.,., ...... ~-··· · ..... 
•-· :, 
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Dividing by tim2, and since for simJ?_le radial equilibrium 
CA hub = CA m = CA tip = C.A, equation (1 o 54) becomes: . · · 
2. 2-
. . . ·. ·, .·. c 2hub '\ .. ·. ce2hub 
-





Subs·tituting equatiom (1.54) into (1.56), and dividing 
O , by lfioi, we get: 
c2hub 
TOI 
. ~ The Mach number related to the value of C2 hub can 
To1 
. • be found from figure 1. 14 • 
_ Equation (1.57) therefore relates the ,maximum root Mach_ 




· temperature, ·tlie ·work parameter and the hub/tip ratio. 
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Figure 1.12 is a plot of £ against .J '• and · CA .- · · 
I . U 
t ' . ' -~ In· order to estimate the root Mach number is first 
. ' , 
obtained from equation __ (l.53·). · From figure 1.12 the 
factor 0 · may then be found, which; together with .·. • • ' l . 
u. · · C 
m _ gives a va.lue f·or .. ~. __ · , and hence Mach number. 
· V To1 · . Vr 01 . ' ' . . -':·-~ ·:' 
.· : (b) Zero Exit Swirl Design · .. _ : ....... ! ...... :... -
. . 
SC-,• -•-·-- • '--;-·-'•'-·- ·," 
. . 
· From equation (1. 37 )., . for zero exit swirl -· • I 
• . '.' 
·R I 
__ / K2. 
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I a K 2.. 
2U r 






-Where u ·=Q r --:--- ,, . 
The degree of reaction at the mean section is given by 
- -~ .. ·--·-•-3 
:.l.. . ·= J_ ·,=: l . . 
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(1.62) into (1. 61), we get: 
" . .,., . ,, 
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In order to estimate the root Mach Number, fa. is 
& 
. obtaimi®d from eqlMlti@JYrn (10~8)0 h@mm figure lo 13 . ·. .. ' ·::--. . 
-
,. 
· · '. . .J2. IDay then be found, wh:l~lhl~ t@g®ther 1Sith _ ~ · .•. 
- · ·· . -·:· · 
- · -- -. . , vro1 . - --
.. ·.•.· ... ··· .. gives·. a value for .. _. r-c2. · , and hence Mach number. · 
vro1 .· 




Because of compressibility effects the density ,of the-
. w.orking fluid d·ecreasea as it passes through the blad® rows, 
, which is usually compensated_ for by increase of annulus- area. v 
This change of area is usually continuous -through the tu~bine, -. 
and· introduces radial velocities of the same order of magni-
tude Bll the axial y_~looi·ty. The implications ·of this are 
.. ·
• '> ·- • 
··:~>>----_-;_-, .dealt with iTI l®©ti@Ira 2o3• In general, there is no evidence 
' ' . ·'_ - . 
. . ., 
that flare has any deUimental ®ffect upon turbine efficiency, , 
and up t~ an included angle <0f 30@ Ul©> 1~cial consideration 
.· 
. ' . 
,,. J 
·-· is- necessary. _ Thia conclusion is based up@@ ~h@ cdl~1ign .and . · 
. testing· of several turbines of varying horsepowers. 
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. root section cotild be dealt with by using. less than the .. · 
perm!s.~ible RIM, which in. turn would give a .stress less · 
"'7 .... ~ .,.···'":"'~':"'~. • than the maximum permissible. The effect of this_ would .. 
. . ..1 - .. - ' 
be· larg® diameter tUX1bines with large hub/tip ratios {pr 
there exists a maximui1n value @f ~rrnnUJ1llOJ1s area fr~ ~t~ess 
considerations which in turn puts a limit on the minimum 
. . -
, . 
· axial velocity attainable. There is then on·ly one_ variable· 
. Kp/J, T · · . 
. le£ t, i.e. , 
. CA 
and 'XJ . 
Um to satisfy the two parameters U 2, 
A·limit may therefore be set on the maximum 
. : · · efficiency attainable, in this case. It is ·clear, then., 
. . 
• .. · 
that the permissible stress level must be determin~~ 
early in the d~sign. 
The st~®II in a blade with a linear taper from the 
. outer to_ inner raditlj~ wi~y lb>® ap~-~imat@d by ita® f@llowing 
formula, for a material density of .283 lbm/cubic --ins. 
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... _·. · . 2 • O ·.DETAIi.ED WGE ·cAlClJUTlONS 
-Section 1.0 is concerned with the selection" of 
·. stage v®lacity triangles within the _limitations impos~d 
' 
. by str®s; ~nd m1tchidg. Further,. formulae have been 
. . . < · developed t© ie1111ible the validity of a proposed design to } · ... •·. " \ 
. . 
\ ; . 
• < 
: .be checked at the root f·01e limmiting hub/tip ratio 
'. 
'. , > 
, .t· . 
. . 
. ' 
. . ','. -···· -._: ' 
- - -· 
" ', . t 
conditions ~ critical Mach rmJ1mber. The purpose of 
· .. section l·. 0 is to reduce to a minimum the miumb<er of 
-
designs that have to be investigated in detail in order 
to arrive ~t a satisfactory solution. In contrast t.o ' ;, 
section 1.0 this sec~Jon is ·concerned. with the detailed 
thermod.ynamic design, assuming that the basic design · 
" (· 
.. parameters have been .previously optimized and selected. 
· Further only de1ign point calculations will be considered • 
-Finally, in cal@ulatting losses at the design point, zero 
incidence will" b® a11umed at the .inlet to the stator and 
rotoro In order t© i'IDl«:r®~I@ <!fficiency at expansion ~' . l 
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total pressure loss coefficient with· incidence for 
< 
typic~l turbine blade! G> From this plot it @~m b® 11een 
that ·the loss coefficient increa1es rapidly for quite a 
. ' 
-
mod.est increase in positive incidence, while f~ negative···-. · ... ·· ,, 
incidemlc® th® loss coefficient remains substantially 
-·"' 
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·• ·• · .. · .. · ' " Tl)e.· desigll incideoo@ selected must of necessity b8 small 
· since increasing th® negative incidenc't~ at desigii point 
also increases blade turning angle., which in turn reduces . JI· 
. . . 
. ;, 
.~: ". I 
,... . . 
: l • . 
.·· blade stalling incidence snndl range. In view of this it 
· is considered justified to assume zero incidence for 
·. . . - • ·-. . ,,- -. : - . ':.· t 
. . 
. . . 
. . . ~-:- .- . 
. 
· design point calculations, since the permi~~i'ibl® value .J ~ . 
I 
of incidence selected_ at,de~ign point is such thl8lt the 
· 1oss coefficient _will be substantial.ly that at zero 
incidence. 
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·where 
•· . , .,'· . . ., .·. '.· 
·. . . ,··, . 
.. ' '. =, ....... . 
--= 
0 . 
CX 2 ·=. · gas outlet 8ngle 
' 
~ ex .. = I .. blade inlet angle, which equals .the . 
s · . gas inlet· angle at zero incidence ·· 
C = 
·. I; space/chord ratio. · .. 
C = maximum blade thickness/chord ratio 
. . 
~ . t' .• 
·. The correlation given by· Ainley for the profile loss . . ... . ~- ' 
··· .· . _ coefficient is as follows: 
~ ~ 
.. . ,_ •. 
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. . ,-· 
--- ~. 
>p(i-o) ~ ~~-o) + {:~) Y,»ft.--a.,2)-Yp (0<:==o) 
' °'<1 t - 0<2, 
C . . ' .. ~ . ', .. · . 
• '. •• '. J. '-. ' •• 
. . . -~ '. . . ' ... 
-
. ·-i .·-1.·. • .·.:· . 
~ ~ ~ 
. . ._!_.,. . :· ·-~ . 
•. ..: :<:_ • -~-. • . • ,. · .. .: ·· .. ,... . Where· i· = incidence 
.. 
. . .· ·,· 
. . t ,_ . 
P{,:.o) "'" profile loss coefficient of a blade having 
* 
. . 
. ' . ' 
'< . ' : ,, • 
9< 1 • o and the same Oc-z and S/c as the . .... , - ,. . 
. ' 
actual blad·e. · 
. . . 
··,. __ ·: .· .... 
... 
' . . . ' ' 
. . . . . '· Y,{~ •-Q..~ profile loss coeffic~ent of a blade having 
* - I ~ · -=:- - ~a and the same --'-~, and S/c as· the 
',, .' 
actual blade (i.e. impulse blade) .. · 
- .- t - . 
·. Figure 2.3 and 2,4 are taken from figure 4 of AiDley's 
.· .. · · ··•. • .~·. report •. These plots are used to obtain the data for 
. substitution into the above equation for Yp• In·-order 
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re-plot ~he data···given by Ainley~ Acc~dingly ~ set of 
curves have been produced which are plots of the pt3cfile 
loss coefficient against g~s inlf!t ·angle and outlet angle, 
·. far constant values of S/C (figures 2.5 to 2.11). These 
. ··. ~' 
·. curves were drawn assuming a value ·of blade maximum. 
' • I • ·, • •' ~ .I'• ! ' ; 
... 
... " 
' ' ' '' 
. ·.. ~ -
- . -- . . ·-
--
· , - · thickness to chord ratio of .. 2. For values other. than 
;; .- . . . ;, ·. 
.2, f~gure® 2o~2 provides· a correctiOD factor. - At the . 
preliminary d®sig~ 1tage o2 is a good average number to 
. - ., 
:~ . 
' ' .. 
. .... ¥.: ... ' 
•, .; •' ' 
~ . • ' r. 
' " ..! • 
. use. · In estimating p;roftl® and ~eccndlary losses all 
cQrves assume that the trailing edge thickn@s~ i~ 2% of 
the blade pitch. Figure _2 .19 provides a correctiom( factor 
· -- to be applied to the total loss coefficient YT where the 
t~ailing edge,thickness of~ the blade is other than that 
. 
-,_ . 
. , \ . 
; . ::. . . . given a~bove. At the prelim~nary design stage 2t. is a good 
.. 
· .. / 
average number to use •. 
. ... . --· 
The total loss coefficient is defined, as~ 
· ~ · Where --Yp = ~ofile loss coefficient 
- . _: - :· . ·:· : . 
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leak~ge loss coefficient \. 
+ YI( ls given in section 2 . 2 . 
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The selectian of the .-Pitc1'm chord. rstio is important 
too mllny .blades c~use high friction los,e~ while 
.. · , .. too f®w blsJdes c,iuse ®vern high®r eeparratim los$es o . ) 
. 
Figure 2; 13- is a plot of the optimum ;p~ce chord· ratio 
agairrn~t gas ini~.t· and outlet Blngles o This cllJi~® was 
,· 
. · .. obtained . by croaeJ plotting .the profile loss_ coofficient · 
• . . from Ainley 0 s c01erelation · against space chord ratio for ·. 
constant value~ of blade inlet and outlet angles. The.···· 
o~t:im~ spac® ch«Yrd r~ti@ itlB that at\hich ·the minimum 
profile loss occurs. Ainley O e analysis, however, 
· permit the prediction of spac~ chord ratio ·for negative . -··· 
blade · inlet angles.·· For. a mean section d.®1ig1rn this .. · 
usually does not cause any ·embarrassment sine~· blade· 
loadings 'are suc·h· that a pos~tive inlet angle retH11~ts •. 
' 
. 
. . . '-
. 
: . . : 
. 








& ' • \ .. ' ·.·. 
hOilJ®~®'ll:' l) t'b.® re/Sul~ing ,flow is such that neg~tive angles- . . ..... ·.· .· .. 
. 
- ~ . 
. 
.. ' 
· ·are· usually @bt~ined · at the -b.lade tip se·ctions. . In addit.ion · ·, · ··.·. .. . . . . 








· .. · -' .. · , .~,'---- refer®nce ·2, and are for blade ifilet angles of O, . 
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( 
-20 degrees. · The zero degree curve is· included for 
. comparison ~urpose,s e As ·can be seen from examination 
· fig~re 2ol3 the maximum deviation between Ainley's 
. 
. 
correl@lticn and· that @f reference 2 occurs at blade exit 
angles above 70 degrees, and it is recommended that the 
curves of refer.ence 2 · be m<Mif ied . as shown by the dotted 
. 
lines on figure 2 .13. · The· re~~orn fa£e creedu~ing the optimum 
spacing values of reference 2 is that· in addition to. 
bringing the curves in line with the recommendatione of 
Ainley, the design of a blade section is a compromise 
) 
between the required inlet and outlet angles, the blade 
. chord, the section area, the section c~nter of gravity, 
·the section stiffness, and the line up of the· leading · 
. and, tr~ililfilg ®dg®1 o It is ther~fore necessary to put a 
maximum and mi~i~~m ~ol~rafilce on the blade chord since 
-1t is not possible to optimi~® ~11 ©f th® above para~eters 
. 
·a't the same time. The tolerance values chc~®IDA a~ acceptable 
are t 5% at the mean section, and--,t 101 at the- tip ~m 
root section._ In the course of· a blade desigD, therefore,· · ·. · -. , 
· ·. a blade chord of up to 101 smaller than the des_ired ·. 
optimum may result.-
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· O. Zweifel, reference 3, has obtained a.correlation far .. 
blade spacing using a. load coefficient ·· WA which is ..... ~ f • . \_ . . 
defined as·. the ratio. -As;"tual __ , ,lift, where the ideal lift 
·" · idea 1 lift 
,. 
corresponds· tQ an ideal JP)r®IIHJJ!r{! distribution ©W®r the 
blade. For a value of 'J!A · of .9 Zweif®l Os @m:r~lation ·· 
' 
· appears to ·match that of Ainley's exactly for all values · 
of blade inlet angles occurring at a bl~de outlet angle· · 
. --
- . . .. 
. •, . 
. -, . . 
·.:.' .. ·, 
·_· .:· ..... ... ·-';'. 
<, ·• of 65°. At angles below 65°Zweifel's correlation gives ' . : .. ' . - ,. 
. . . •. :' .· 
... . . . . . . . : ~- : . ; . ·. 
. ' ·. : -
C 
' 
' .. a smaller value of S/C than ~hat of ·Ainley!.s, while above · · 1' 
. 
. :~~.· .... 
. 
· 65° it gives a larger value. SinceJ 'J!A • sic approa~hes · 
zero as the gas outlet angle approaches 90° Zweifel 's 
-
,-_, 
.... '·, __ . 
. . ....... , .. '
.·· ~ . 
' ,,,. ' r : 
... 
. 
.,...~ . . ~ '; . . 
. . -. ~- ~-
, ·i. ..• '. 
· · correlation should be used with caution for high blade .. , ' : -
--t._ • .. ~-
- ... ' ''. ~-, . 
··.·,, 
• • ' t ~ • 
. . . 
• ' _' J 
. . 
outlet angles. : > / .: . I . . • . '; . - : . 
'· . •, 
. .··, .' .. 
:· .' . ; .. 
- .. : ,-:-~ . ,,.- ... 
In an ~®~o engine blade weight affects disk weight, which 
· in turn affect~ 1haft oo@ight, th® ~h<Blft 1ml tamrn aff(!@ting 
support-weight. The selection of the spac® ch~d re~tio 
. . '.··::,·:·: .. is therefore extremely important, and has a pronounced 
. 
. ' effect ·~ ov.erati ,ngine weight. As sta.ted .previously, · 
. . 
. ~o . 
Q 
I 
. . . . . . 
for a~ outlet angle ab~e 65 °, Zweifel' s correlation' 
. •. . ~--.. . 
: wo,uld· give blades with smaller chords, hawever, a fa,ir. · 
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the areas of validity, and it is recommended that for 
· indu~trial ®rmgintes ~her® ~eight is re1Bltiv~ly of less· 
impor~nce Ainley 0 ~ correl~tion 'b® used ae plotted on 
............. , ... 
figure 2 .13. ~ere minimum weight is d!eSJir~bl®_ figure 
· 2 .13 may be used for ·the initial selection of spacce chord 
·------ratio~ -- With the aid of figures 2.5 to·2.11 the penalty 
. 
: ' '. incurred ~Y increasing the space chord ratio above the . ' - .· .; ' 
.... · ,, . -. 
··optimum may then be assessed in terms __ of pressure loss· 
coefficient. In the areas of nor•l blade load.ing quite 
a large reduction in blade chord- can be effect~d fcir a ·. -.. _ 
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. . Although Z%-§eif®1 °a @orrelation is not in general· 
· recommended, since it i~ mentioned in the above _ 
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·- ., .. The tangen·t·ial force on each bla<dl@ tll th~ product of the 
mass flow through each channel and the change in tangential 
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Where ·Pm is the d.ernsity at the mean velocity· 
. conditi<On Cmv ~rrnd S i1 the blade pitchc 
. · we will a.ssume the blade· angles to be positive as drawn . 
• 
· in figure 2 • 14 .•. ' d_ .... ___ ··" 
Assuming CAl = ~A2 = Cm = CA, then the axial force on 
· .· each 'blade is .. given, as· follows: 
• 
== 
P .,, .. I . . . . 
-
·- . 
· .. ,·· > · .. · .. · Further 
.. ' 
. . the change.·in static pressure may-be approximated·.· .. ··_ .. · ~ . ..· 
.·· i .. / " by the following equation . . . I 
. P, - P· 2 ·== 
., . 
•. \[ 
"< : ' Where b POL is the · loss of · tota 1 pressure across the .. ·. '< .· ·. •·· '. ···. ·.·•.< ...... · · 
.. , 
· S.ubstituting equation· (2.3) into (2.2), we get: 
•.. 'A.· ...•..•. ·. Pm 
2 
' . 
• 2. . 2.· ·· . 
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Now : . ·C ....... " .. === 
. ~ 2 
. . . . '. ,.' t. . ·, . ""11 . ·, . . 
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. . i . 
,,·,: .. 
·. ··•··· ·cf 
. . ... .... 
·-·and _,· C . · · 
, C. • . 82· . . 
===· . CA TA·N CXz. •· 
===· CA. TAN CX. 1 ---------· 2•'6 .. 
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Suba ti tu~ing equations (2.5) and (2.6) irito (2o4) We get: .· . -.. > j 
I 
I 
l . ··a -. 
- ... ' ..... 
. : ..  . . . . '. . . . . . a.; . . . <~ ; . .. . ... -. :. . .. i. 
.. '. ~ == S Pm CA TAN <Xz. + TAN0<. 1 • . · ···· · ... .. . . / 
.2 ~ j 
· '. and ·since 
TANCX.z. ·. TAN<X1 +6p_ •S-2•7 __ 
.·_ ... OL- · · · .. · /. _ !. 
TAN<Xm. . TAN<X2. - TANOf..1 
- 2 . t" \~-- : . ,.···· .,. -. 
, ·.: I 
. ' 
equation (2. 7) becomes . 
. :.-; ,; · .. · '·_, 
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~ . - . . 
.~ == S Pm CA2. TAN <Xm TAN<:X.z.+ TANCX1 .· .. ' .. · -- ' 
. . ... 
. ' .· 
.. -· '·. '· .. -
. ~ '_. ~ 
·,' ·. 
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~ ·• 
.-2 . . . 
.. . +!J; Po L · 5--2~8 
. . · •~· ·. The lift force perpendicular to the mean velocity. ' 
.· .. ' .. •. ; 
'',:. - •· . • ••· ':111 
.. 
vector Cm is obtained· as follows: 
. . . 
. . . 
. ·· .. · .. L . = ~· COS<Xrn + ~ 5/NCXTfl 
·· = S .. Pm• CA ( Cez. + C88 J COSCXm . . . _ 
· .. +S 0 Pw/ CA~TANCXm {TANa2+TANCX1)SINCX,n 
+ llfb L 0 S 9 ,S IN <X,n . . 2•9 
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· Substituting eq~ti~s (2.5) and (2.6) into (2o9) ~® get:··· I • ' • 
I 
" L == 5 • Pm e C A2 ( TAN 0:2. + TA N CX 1 ) SEC CXm, C ~ • • 
-._-_+ 6 POL •S•SINCX,n---------2•10 _--
•t:., '. ' 
. . . 
. ' 
. \:> . . . ' . . ' 
· .. ·· . The ·drag force_ pa~allel to the mean ve·locity vec·tor -Cm 
. 
. 
· · · is obt1ined as follOWs: 
. 
D /:4°COSO:m -_ - fe·SINCXm 
--• .-_--- _ S 0 Pm°CA?.S!NCX.m (TANCXi-'TANCX,) 
< .+ fl Po LO S O SIN am -· · . 
·. ~- ·.... . -- .. • . . 
-_ :. --·• /- i~-_s ·Pm· CA ( Cez. +· C~, ) S / N CXm ---............. 2,11 · 
- . . .-.. _· : .. • 
~: .. - .··, . 
i·~ . 
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· , .. : _-·. :, Stm,s_tituting equation (2. 6) -into (2 .11) we get: · ..... :.· . -~-·' ; .: . 
"'." ;-~ .. ,·· :,- :. !: . ./'., . 1 , . ._ ";_._ .· ., 
,, ... -... 
,, ·:·, .· 
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D ==· 5 •6PoL • SIN~rn------------ 2•/2 
' .. ' ,i • . . 
·· ... ·_ ·':· :~~ -:...~ 
':.. ' . ·.. ' . 
.. -·.-.. ---.· .:___ _ .. --
.' . -~ .' ·~ .- -r:· 
· -· Substituting equation (2 .12) into (2 .10) we get: : I 
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. , I~ 
-=- b .... -.. ·----... ~--..,_.,...,_,,7 .. ...,-,.=~-----"'=-< .. __________ . ' . 
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- . - ·-----·----... -·--··---··-·-
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. ~ . 
. .- .. 
Zweifel def:lirnes the .m®rilldyi!M11mic · load factor 'J!A 1 ·. as the . ·. 
. . . '· 
ratio t · where th® ideal lift corresponds to an idea 11. lift . · . · - . . . . 
' . ,. . . 
· Refeuimg to fig@re 2, 15 thi~ id®~l pre~s~e di1~ibution 
. . . . : '" ~ .. ·,' ~. 
'.\. . 
- . \.' . 
·, 
of the blade remains constant over the whole blade, 
. . . ' .·' '{ ' .. while on the convex sucti.on side of the blade the pressure 
. . . .- . ·.·• . . - . drops instantaneouSly to P2s at the leading edge, where .. · 
' ) 
. '2s · i1 · the static pressure at the- trailing edge and 
... ·" 
, . '.: . . . I 
':. ·.,,.,_ -< ·-· 
corresponds to C2 the exit velocity. 
This gives an ideal lift, as follows : 
. . _:' ,'"' 
.· . . 
" ·. 
. ' . . . 
. -
.. ' . .... ~ 
.... ' . ' 
.' ..... 
' . -~ ; . 
~, : : • • • r - - ' • • • 
· .. /. i > ·.·ti··· · I.idea 1 • 
- . . 2 ... · ." ' 
~tn • Cz • C ------------......... .____· .... tZ • / 5 . • 
-,: ·. : . . · .. 
. . . · .. 
• : • • •• ~ _i •• ;,· ' - • • 
. : . ': - . . ~ . 
.. -~· ' ~ . . . .. , . 
. . · .. 
. i • ' . • 
···. ,·· 
. . 
. _.,' ·"'.-.·.. .,. . 
Where C ' = blade chord • . ' ,.;. 
.. :· ... . : -~. . ·,·' . . 
~ ~ ··-~.: - .·~ ~· .. · 
'. , ;' 
_Substituting equations (2,5) and (2,6) into (2.15), we gf!t: · < 
.--. ·1 .. p· I • ,_, ,_, • • .. --. . : 
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'-_, Zweifel -has s·hown that in, applying the above method to 
! -
' 
. ·. . 
. . .:.~ -
. ,i 




constant at 0.9 _for casc·ades -with optimum ;pacing,. ---
whether the flow is accelerating or decelerating, and . 
c ••• 
whethe1r the de-flection is large or small. 
Figure 2 ~ 16 is a plot of equation (2 .17) for 'J.' A 
--0.9~-. 
. 
. .. , 
, .-_ 2 .2 Secondary and \eAk.a.a loss ,coefficient 
'\ 
· Ainley has shown that ·the secondary losses may be-, 
. J . 
'-expressed by an ·equation of the form 
·, 
' • - - l.-, ·: •• "~- ' • .... - ~ 
c»s· = A CL/( o/c) ' .. ' .. J .'.-
.. \ .. 
. ' 
.·. '! 
. . ... ' .. 






















· · ·. · Where A · is dependent primarily upon the de~ee of . ~ 
,-~-
. i . ' 
:·· :>: .. -.~', _= .... -... 
- 1· 
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. ... ·, . 
·.- .. _. ·, I : ~~~-. 
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_- -acceleratiC>n of the gas through the blade row. Similarly ' . .:, . 
. • i 
. l 
, -- ' I 
• • • > : :--_ :.'· .' • ~- • 
. 
.. ~ it may~be shown that tip c·learance losses m~y __ .. be-- expressed . ·-
·. ·- ·• 
. · ·- ... 
. __ ·,. 
...•. -
. ' -_ •. 41 ·' 
B . K CL~s 
CDIC = H . / ( ~ ) · 
- : . ~ " '.'- . . . . . 
,',·' ' :. , . 
. , . .. , 
- . ·.· .· .. : ' . 
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Where B is a cons_tant depending . up_on whether the blades ,-
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· Since the eqOJtationa for secondary and tip l~ssea are. 
· •· · similar in f~m it is coDVerai®nt to treat them together •. 
' 
· ···- Conve~timg the drag coefficif:mts into loss coefficients, 
the sum of the secondary .and tip clearanc.e losses· are ·. 
given by Ainley as -follows: 
. 
·. . _,_ 
' . . 
. ~·--··:-:-·--,.' , .• 
'.· '·.' ,, 
...... , 
. · . K· 
y s + YI< ,l + B ( H ) CL . 5/c 
,._ co~2cx,. 
cos!cxn\ -2•/B·.· j~ .·: ·. 
I· 
,·,, __ . 
, ... 
.. 
· · Where · Ys · = SecOlldary loss cOE!fficient -
~YK. = ~akage los1 cO®fficient 
CL = · Lift coefficient 
~· 
. ·.:.:_._ :- ·> .. , .: ' . ;··--:··;·;~ 
,., 
.. 
. ' ... 
S/C ;;. -·· Space/chord ratio . 
. ,·. : .· . 
. .. . . ,' 
- . ·-
·' 
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. : . ~ . . 
.. •. . . . 
.. . ' ' .: :· \- . '.. . . 
'f •... ·• . . 
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. . - . ._-'. ,· 
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. •·\- .. . ..... ·, } .. , --~· . 
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',._ ... \ . 
. ·•.·. :> .. : . '.(_ .. · 
. . ' . .: . '. •. '. . (. 
. -. · .. -:··, ·, 
~ .· 
• •• ' 1 • 
.. 
. ·~. . : 
. .. . . :• 
_ · < CXm= Mean e.ffllm angle of mean velocity vector Cm 
. -· .. 
'11: ' 
. . ' .. _- . . . . ' .. 
. . ' . . 
. ... ·' - -
. . ·.,.• .. 
··--,- . ''. .. ·, •· . 
' .. · . ' - ...... ·• . ' 
. • • • • ' , ~ ' ' 
. • ._ I • 
· ... , · _ B -· · •.- · Constant • o.s for row with radial ·tip 
clearance. · -'. 
.. . . . 
··.· . . . . . ·-"·· 
' ~ . ' ' .:.- =· ~:: . .. 
,. ',·· 
·- .;. ·:: .. , ..... ·~ ... 
. ......... _, ... _ .-, _. .... . 
. . . . 
' '·. · .. 
. . . ' ' ., : ~ 
. •. ' : ~ . ': '. . .. ~- .. = . 0.25· for row with shroud seal .··.· .· ··; · 
~' _.-~ ... ·- ·':'.~:~• . ·: '. •. ·,·_.. r· ', ·,..._. 
.. . - .. · -. 
..-
. ·. . . -~' ~. . ' · . 
' . -~~ ·. _·. < _.. 
-,;-a:_. • 
.--
. · ·:. · -- k . • Rad·ial tip clearance . '· .. . : ..... '' -~· ,. '· , , • ·- r • • • • • l .. - '.:'~ ' . ·- . 
·' ., . 
:- ;, ...... _. ;:· . ,·· ·, :.:·.',' .-.. , 
. -: . ~ \' . . . 
~ ... _ .. · "• ~ . . .~ ·: . 
H • Annulu-· height (equals blade height if 
.. radial tip clearance is .,. -
zero) 
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. ' ,,.~ 
•• I :' • • ·' •. :.-: ; ... ~\ :··' .•. < • 
.. ,.- .. ' 
: .. - > ·_... . .• .. ·. ·$ ' ·:,., 
- .. •· ~ - . .; 
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I • •l_ :·: • <•'' • '.? .:. • •, • ·,. .... 
.. - . . . : . . 
. ' . . . 
~; ;, . 
. . ,'. . . ..:' ~ . ' . ' ·. ~· _: ' . . . , 
. . . - . -.. ,. ~-·~ ~ .·. : · ... -
. CX 2. = Blade outlet anglE! '',;. . ; . . . ' ' '· . 
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·.·- Ainley recommends restricting the range -- of equation (2 .18) -·· . G 
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· to - /•5 < ~ < l•O 
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Where 18 is the stalling incidence. 
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' Figure 2G17 ,1·s a·_ plot of eq~tioh (2.23),. and 
··is a plot of the perramet~r 





In order to determine secondary and leakage loss . . . 
coefficirelfit~ th@ v~lues of iI and A are obtained 
' ' from fig·ulres 2 o 17 <S1nd 2 o 18, which together with a 
know-ledge of the blade h®ight, tip clearance, and the 
constant ,B provides a.11 the information 
. 
. 
· <<. ·· ... · ... ·· .. ·. ·. Of equation (2 .19). · .· 
~ 
., ·._ •..• • · · Finally, having obtained the profile loss coefficient . . '. 
as shown in section 2 .1, and the secooda~y &Jn()l leakage · 
loss coefficients as sh0tni in this section, · th.® t@fal 
· ·. · -los.s coefficient YT is the sum of the profile, secondary. 
. ·: ·· ·and leakage loss coefficients, i.e.···· 
... ' 
· As stated previously all the loss correlati~s.,ai,sume a 
I 
. trailiiig edge thickness. of· 2% of the blade pitch. 
· Figure 2 .19 provides a correc·ti,on factor t.o. be applied 
. .. to:tlhe t@ta 1 l@as coefficient YT where the trailing edge . • ' \ . . .. ,. ···"'" 
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The pr®wio~s ~ections have been concerned with the 
estima~ion of optimum paramete~~, and with the prediction ,,... . . .. , ... ~--
of efficiency based upon· gas angles a~ 'blade lo11e1 
estimated at the mean diameter .. . The ·purpose of this. 
-· 
. density throughout the flow field assuming the mean 
diameter ve1lO©ity diagram is ·given together with a pre· . 
scribed variation ©f perip~eral velocity component with 
radius. This will ®li!able the· velOCity diagrams ··to be 
· defined a·t all radii, which in turn will enable blade 
profiles to be designed to produce the reqQJ!ired deflection . ii· •... ····••.··· .· ·.· 
- to the flow. Obtaining the above descripti01rn of the 
. , .. 
. .~ . 





equatioo~ for compressible, unsteady~ viscous flow with . .·. ·. -· · · 
.. 
turbulence, however, it has been found possible to 
. ' 
!-intrOduce simplifying assumptions which great·ly reduce 




· ,, _ reasonably accurate prediction of efficiency and c~_pacity : ~ ' ,, ,, .- .'- . ' ' 
. . ,:, 
· . . <> , : . . _ -to be made. 
· ,~ .Negle~ting turbulence and. assuming the usual boundary 
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is inviscid 9 Ne~tons second ··law of motion ma·y. be stated 
--_ as foll~~s 
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\ and the continuity equation may be stated · ... . ... ' ..... . i I I. 
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per unit mass 
· mass density 
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p _ = ~ static pressure 
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Consider a rotor blade-.. At the -blade · surfa~s on opposite · · .. ·· ' · 
-"":'-.-;·~: ·-
. ' 
sides of a blade the_. relative vel-ocities must in gene-ral , _ .. _ 
t: .--,: . _.,·.· •.•. 
I ' 
be different fr@m each other in 01eder to pr·oouce the-~ -
-
level. Hence· th~ fl~ ~~n~@t· b~ a~isymm~tr-ic ®~@r,Where. 
-· 
. Also, sta-tionary l,lade rows are used to chang~ die 
--_ d·irection of· the fl~ which induces velocity cha11ges in· 
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· theref orce ·the. stator flflll1 cannt,t b® SJxiaymim(!tric ·®1th.er. · 
' ~. 
· The a~1umpti01m that. the fl~s in. both ~taters a.nd rotors ,_ .. . 1 . 
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. steady 1eelBJtiw@; fJ.l~- at the exit of a rotor row produc.ea 
' 
~ a non-~tea<dly fl~ in the following stator r .. ow. · For the . tr · 
case of an axial flCtil tU11rbi1rn® ~ith normal stage loading · 
· ··• '.·.- ... ~,~'.,;-=~~"-·--~-,~· . it is· poseibl~ to simplify the· ~oblem by reducing thee 
/}! ' .· 
... _ .. 
' ... . 
• "!" • -~ _.. ·.- ' •• 
' . ! 
~. ', .' 
·· three dimensional ~oblem to that of ~o,·2~nimensional 
~. '• , ... 
. · .... 
. 
. prob-lems. Normal b~ade loading is defined. here as a 
..... · . . . Kp6 T .· . . · · stage in which· U:. < 2 .o and/or the included 
··· : annulus £~are angle is · less than 35 °~. . The two dimensiona 1 
·•. problems ·to be· solved are: · 
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(a) The axisymmet~ic flow solution. 
(b) The blade to blade solution. 
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.· '' . , . : , .. : ' . An axisymmetrical flow is defined as a flow in which the __ ·_: _: .. '. _.,.,.; · · 
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stream 1urfaces are surfaces o,_f revolution. - Further, . . . ' . . . .;_, . 
., ·: ." '•," . ,··-' 
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,. ,· I radial s-tream ~a.urfac®fi are assumed to coincide with - . .,_ ·~r' -~. :· - - . . .. · ... ,. 
C 
t ' 
. ,..·. __ :&'., .. ·- ,._._,C"""":.-·"'-... blade surfaces. As the mnu1mb®i3 @f blades in a blade row .· - . ·· · ·: ·: .. · ... ·. . . ~ 
. . . . . . 
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. ...... is increased the actual flow app~o~~h®~ that cf an 
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· axisymmetr.ical. fl~·, and hence axisymmetric flew is . . 
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· sometimes called the "infinite number of blades" solution. 
, · To ~ fir~t app.r~:!!.qt!oo it may be !Uil~umed that t:he flow . . 
· has not only ax!a ymm®tric ~t:t:'®aJm. awef2Jcie1 i, · but that the 
.. · . < 
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fluid motion ou· these in1;-face® _ !1 .fllll@ a~i~ymmit~ic.· 
· ... This appr~imation allows the .r®l~tiwe m@ti©1M1 t:o be . .· . . . ~ 
, e'_ ' . ; I 
, · . analysed in an absolute coordinate system sine® t:he flCWS · · .. · 
·.· · .. ·-• -. relative· to the· t:otor now coincide with the absolute .. ' ' •:. • . -r· ..... '· .· ... "': .· .. :· ,· . 
. .. 
. flows (i.e .. the flow is assumed steady). 
.._ __ ·~--
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·:' ' ~ .. 
. .. or 
.. · . . . 
. . .. · - . '• .. 
I .. 
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.. · dr --- . == dr 
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': ,e,"": ., .-. ,. • . • • ~ • 
. ~- . .. . . ' : 
,;__ ·-"~~_:_.~,: . , 
' ·: ·, ,';. 




. ·:.< ._. Assuming no· change· of entropy or enthalpy with radius , . · 
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. . I . . . . •··. ·. [ ' . :· ·: .. 
: .-·.: ' 
'o,. ·. equation (2.52) be-comes: 
. I 
,- : . :. ·. ; 
- '. . . - . -
. · 11 
. ....... .. 
• · ... · .. ·. 
' ""~ . 
• •! •.. 
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. ' . -:' .. 










. ' . ' -~ " . . ,: 
-. ·substituting equation (2.47) into (2.53), we get:_ - ' ..... : ; ', . 
. i, . 
. ' . 
. ,.· 
' • ·.ii. 
:,• -.. 
. ' . 
·$, ~--:--- . 
:· ... ·:; 
' . 
·. -·· dr ·dr P 
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. ·.:;, ... .;. 
. ' ~ . 
·_ . l .... 
. . .: ·-,' 
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.. . ..... . 
. ·.:.• : ' 
. ,' ' : ·, 
. .. . .. 
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~~-~-- ' 
. ,, . 
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··1 • • . • ~ 
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_,. 
•. . :~ ..... : '. .,· .. .· ·. ··: . • . 
'. . ·: '. . . . . ~ 
,·-.. . 
'·.. '1 • 
.. ·--.·- --_- ... 111 • .· 
'- . . ..... 
t 
. - :, ... ,o1,' • • • • r 
' . ., •' ·.'. -. ' . 
. ,_ ,_ ' .• 
i: 
. . . . : ' 
. •.. . . . . ' '. . 
·•. . • . •. '. • :. ' '( .• : • • • .···_ 
- . ·. .• .• -. i ,· "'°., ·-·.:., •. · . .... ~·· . - . ,. 
- ,, . 
. ' - _,,. ··:. ·,. ·: ._ -·.''' .. 
,: ~-~ ~·:.·" ·> ... :··_ .-... _... .· - ·.. ·,_ ' 1 •• • • • ; •• 1_.-.-~-' • • ' 
' 
. . : ~ . ' .· ,, ' 
. . . 
\ /. .. 
,:: .... " ',·: ·: ' 
. ', .•. . . . 
: t'· .. · 
'i. • .. ,·. ·, '~. :. .; • ' .,'' • ,-.. . . . ' .. • ;-· . • r : ' • ' • ' • ~~' •, ' •. ·; 
. : > . ,"; • ' .. ·' .. : 
' . . ·· .. :. . ·, -.~ .. ' .... 
I.· .. v. 
• •' • ,., ' I ' 
' t • .. 
·;, ' ,. ' 
,:.· . 
,· ..... ,, .. - . · ... ,· 
':() .· '. 
. ,· ·,. 
: -·1 .. '":· ' 
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. ;_. 
' '•, .. , 
. '" 
- ... ,- ... - ----~---.-- ' -~-~ ...... -. --~·. -· ' , .. _. 
' . 
·.'l . 
' . . . ... ·. . f '. 
1 
i 
- . I 
:~ . 
• I 
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f 
.• f 
. ,. . . . l' 
.. 
or·· };r;r- . '. 
of (ca?.) 
dr + 
. •• ! . 
-----2~ss 
. . ; ; .. : ; . . . . . . 




- If we· n.ow a·saume simp~~ radial equilibrium .i.e. 
. e 
., 






. . r f' C81 . ~.CONSTANT, l'C82 ==CONSTANT. · · .. · ... 
. I 
- . .J 
..,, i 
-· .. ~·····; ... ·.··· .. 




· · .. then from equation (2 .55) Ca is constant both after stator. 
~ 
·. · and rotor and we arrive at the solution given on page 4-o . 
The general form of. the ~fdial equilibrium equation, i •.• 
.'. •. ',..;.:.. . • 
. 
.... • 
· neglecting streamline cµrvature · anay be written as follows: .. · .. 
. . . . . ' 
·····. 
2 
dho _ Tc}S 
dr dr 
.... . - ,_··. ·,-:· .' 
: ·- ·. 
,· •. ' 
... 
In· the calculati·ona· whiclt follow it will ·be assumed that,· 
at each axial ~tation 9 th®~~ is no variation of total 
. . 
. . 
' ,. ' 
·.- "" ,• 
.. . : 
. . ' . _. ·:· '· ;. ' 
\ /· . . ·-. : ... ,. . ,• ·., . . 
-.... --~ 
.. ·. ' :. -· - · .... t · enthalpy or entropy with '.lt'adius.. As1umirrug that ahead of . , 
I . ' 
a 
· · the first stage the flOW is homenergi@ £) th®Uil j · the 
' . 
· .. ·. condition of constant entha~·PY w·111 be. met if the rotor · · L ' • 
• 
.-:· .. :· .,· 
.· . .,,,: 
. - . . .. ' 
-· 
·. ·::_ .. , 
\. · blades of the stages are designed· ~uch that each fluid· ... ; .. __ ·. 
· -partic 1~ undergoes . the . same change in energy. ·· .·.. . · 
. . 
' . : 
. 
. . ·" 
'· 
. . '"':' 
. ~ . 
' :t - ·, 
' • C • 
· ..·· - ;,1·12 -· 
. / 
. ·• .. 
' . --· ~ 
. ·- '" 
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/. ·. 
• ·- ... ·:-· • • 4 
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'· .. · . 
. '' .I.'-> ' , ... ·. ·. 
. . '·-~ .:' -:_:·_ ' .· . 
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. -· ·1 
' .. Cl' .• 
,, . 
- '· 
. " . ' 
' .. -· Regarding the condit·ion of constant entropy!) assuming 
I. , 
.. 
·. , .·. ·· that ah<eaid cf th® fi~~; ~tage the- flow is ho~ntropic 
: . . . - . 
., ·. ' ' 




-.. then constsurnt emit~opy implies. that each fluid particle 
· ..· undergoo~ the sam® · chang® cof entropy o . In genera 1 · 1ince .. ---·~ 
· .. blad<e los$eS i1-ill m1ot be coost~nt with radius~. then the 
condition of constant ermt,ropy ~11i not be :reealized, 
however, ·experience has shown· that in c~l@~l~ting the· ' ' .,, ~ 
. 
- .· ·~-, : .. ,._.;' -_· .. 
·. performance of a turbi~e entropy. gradients can be 
neglected in most cases since they are usually small . 
• - ·· ·further, even if entropy gradients become ·comparatively . " . ~ 
large, the effect of assuming no gradient may still be 
small since® the maximum errors occ_ur at the tip and root, 
. . . .._. ' ' ~ . ' . 
. . . 
·-- . .:..-,' ·. . and are conseqtU1ently masked by secondary effects. Also, · ···· ,.- .· · .. _· .. 
. -- . . . '. · .... 
the main effects Bl$ far <21~ <efficienc.y is concerned will . { . 
• : J -
,f ' ' • I 
• ' 'l ••••• 
, ' . ·. ' ,_ . 
" -.' . -· . · - · be the introduction of blade imicidlence. Because ·· of the 
. ·.·.·~······ 
\ ,:_'·. 
'·.. ' ' . 
, .. '· 
· _. relative insens.itivity of turbine blading t9 incidence 
the effect on. effici,ncy will be small . 
In view of the ab~e · comments equation (2 .56) reduces to 
·the following: . . ' . 
. -·, 
• ' I --· ·-:· 
·., '-., .. 
. -<\ ·. 
,, .. ···_; 
' .. 
·1.. i ., .• 
. 
. ~~~~·. ', ~ . 
= '. ,-· .. 
,_...,,,· .. 
. · 2.. ,, 
. . d (CQ ) 
.,: d ...... 2 Ce dfrce) ___ .2 •57 _ . I"'· · · .. dr . ~ ·····-z : ·, :, r.; • . ._.,": - . : . . 
...,- ,,•,; 
. r ·. . . 
. .' f .. 
. .- . .,.. ,; .. 
... '} . r . 
, . 
I !· .. 
. . ·; 
• . , I 
.,_ 
C ' '·., ,•• •• ', , •• 
. ·. 
>· ' ... -· 
• ·113 --· 
; .· -. 
. ' . 
" . 
I I. --··"·------ ~------·~··•u•-•·• ••-•"." '.·-•••·• __ .' •·- "••·•• .J.-·~ .. -·••·-·-
-·•-·- .... -·--•·--···-• 
- .7 •···• 
_., . ' .. 
,·· _.:.' .. 
'. .. ~. :· 
• j,,'•: . 
·1-. :·: -< : .; .' .. • 
.'·. ·- .. ....·· 
. · .. : . . ~.- ';.,! ,. 
i 
' . 
. ... , · ... ···-·· ···~-----·--··-------
::::::S I' 11n I f ;;:ZM·. 
. 
' 
' Although the above equation is valid only for cylindrical · , 
·_ restricted 00·1:v to ettage1 with cyliildrical annulus walls, . . · . .. ' '\ ' ~ l . . 
., ' 
' ) , ·and·-~·:tc-~msi'y be used f<eiiie stS1ges with·conical walls. In ,,.,,.-,}.,., .. ,, 
this case .. , however, it bect0mee necessary to define the · 















'. streamline positions, w·ith no 1-oss of acclllracy. In the· · 
- ., 
_design of blading only two solutions to equation 2e57 ·will 
', . be cmsidered'. •.. The first ·solution is the so-called free . ' .... -. -~ , ' ' ' 
' 
O• 
· :· .. -.~- · .··. · vortex solution already given on page 40~ The second is 
- · the constant nozzle efflux angle solution, ·the purpose of · I 
' • 1,thich. simplify ~h<e manu.facfure of· the stator blades by 
. . . 






.. {_ . ; -.: .. ~- .. . '·_; . 
. ~ , . 
· stock. The difference in the wariation of degree of 
reaction along the blade length b~t~e~~ a constant nozzle 
.,· outlet angle design and a free vortex desig~ 1$ small, 
consequently for reasons of simplicity and ease of ·· 
manufac-ture the constant nozzle ·outlet angle .design should _---
-





_v.ortex design since all other ~hinge being equal, . th~ 
, ' 










. ' .' 
, \ ·.: 
. '. 
, ;; I 
-_--
'" -~---- ___ ...,,,,_.,...-,.._ _____ .,._..,___ 
-.-~ ... ----..... --·-------...·~-·-··-· '• ... 
_,. 
•• efficiency of ~ither _d·eaign will not di_ffer by any· 
. 
. . 
sign if icamit amount. 
. ' . :"'. ·, 
. J 
To arrive at a solution .for the constant. nozzle ·outlet . --··-. 
angle .design we proceed as follows: -, . ; .. -
...... Referring to ·figure .1.l·page 16 
1:,,.,.,., .•. , .... ,.,.,.,.,.,,.,,,,-
I. 
f '\ / I, J, f • / ,. /~I! l f, -,. > ~ 
-.-._ N~ equation 2_.57 may--be written as follows:· . · 
.. 
-
subscript on CX2 will be dropped· •. · .-___ : .. · · .:. ·. ·.-
. Substituting equa.tion 2 .58 into 2 .59, we obtain 
'. 
. 2. . -a ; 
. Ca2 iAN CX 
ra =o 
I. and si_nce we are" assumi~g ex is constant 
. 1 .·~ 
. 
. C 2.•TAN1:X · dra. · · ·. · · dr2: • 2. 
rearranging we· g~t · ............ 
. -. . -~ ·: ;,. ... · , 
. . . 
. ' '" ' 
. ' . ,. - . . . '. . •, . 
- ' ~ i, - '" ~ '' - .'' . . . ,, . ··--:. 
'. 
'd Ca2. · 1 dr 
• SIN2.0( · + . I" .2..- · . ·O 
.. dr2. . , 
· .. 1.. 
• 
,• 
~ .,,, . . . 
-- . :; -- . - . .. . . . 
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· Integrating eq~tion (2 ."60), we get: 
.~·. .· 
Sl~~O( ~ LOGe C02 + LOGer . == C, i,;., .. 
. ·, .. or. o•• 
. 2. 
SINO< 
.· Ca2 f; . , 7'. CONSTAm~---------......_...---------2•6/ ··· 
c,-
. . t- -~ 
. J 
. ' i"':. 
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l'-'-
. /c·c · 
- j . 
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' 
. .. - I I . 
. • 1. 
'. ._-.,;,-, :-... ·.': 
. . 
.... _ . Substituting equation (2.61) into· (2.58) gives 
. . ... . 
·-·.~.-.· .. ·· .... 
. /_·.-: · .. ·-~·-.·' 
2. 
SINCX .•:, 
. ~ ~ . 
, Cea~ ---CONSTANT.·--··----------.............................. >· 2•62 .i·_,:···· -
.. 
. : .~ .· :.: ....... , ... .-- ;, 
. . - - ·, 
. ' .·.''"; -: 
.  .· ·;. 
;,.. '· . 
.. ~. ' -.· ' ~ 
. _· ~: .: . ' } ·"- .. 
:,,. · .. •. 
,: · .. ,. , 
:. ' ;" .. _ . 
. I 
.. ! . 
. l 
. f .: 
1· ... ·:. 
i-- .. 
. · • ! i 
. l •. 
. . l .· 
. I . 
. I 
.. ):· --· 
... I 
;.: .' ! . 
. . I . 
. · .i 
• I .· 
/ . 
. . I .. 
,;·-·: .·-· ~(. . . .. '; . -:: ,·. f . 
. ·, . . .·, .. ·.. . . 
.. . .... . ! . 
- ' - ~ . . .. ~ ' . . !. :- -.. . 
- . ·: !"' ; 
. . -"' ) ~ . . ' . . i. . . -
. > i 
. i. 
' .. : ~ . ~i ': ·. . ,. . .. 
. . . . . ' .· .. · -- . . . J\ 
and since we are assuming that ·each fluid particle under· · · < > .· I{· 
0· . ,-. • - ·• ' . . .. ·., . . :... . i.'<:· .. _.. ·· .. •. ·1 .. 
. : > •:. .· . . . !. ' 
. . ,· ._· ... • . . I . 
. . . . . .· . . i 
· · goes .. the same change of enthalpy 
-
. •. . i : 
. f ' : -I. , 
. . [-'·_/ ... ·. 
1.' . 
. 
Umz.Cema + U,n3 Ce~lh · ;.;.. Uz Caz. + U3 Ce3 
~ .. ' - . 
' 
·- . .: :"·.' . 
·. or 
. - ' . ~ ' . . 
. ' -~ •.· :: .- . -. ·. 
... . 
' ' ~ ',. 
- .. -
·.· . Carn'!> :..,.. '3m C · 
c... . -rzm 8M3 . f'2. C + [1 CA·, n . e2,· ,, ~ 
-
1 2.m ., 'Zin 
'\ .. \
l ··. 
. ., I 
------·2·6.3 · -.- ... :· :.< .. /i · .. · 
,:.''_;· ' .·.· ·. ·1· ···. 
. ·. . . ... ~.. ,. ' . . '. . · ...... : , __ . ,. 
. - . i ·, . 
. ·. .'. . .
. . 
. .. r· -_ .... 
For~ a. particular design 
. -· . 
.. . . 
f ·. 
~ -I .. 
. . .. I . . . ' . ': .: . ·. . . 
- •• 1• ·< ... / .. ·., 
. ' 
• • I , • '-.~ • • • • •.·, . . ·• ' 
'.'·- • ' • 'f. ':·: • .', ., ::: i'· ··:·· ... 
) . .• ., 
;· . •\ . . .. ; ' ' ~-' - , ' . . ' . ·. . :. 
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' • ' l •.' • ~ ,J • , • • ' • • • • • • 
. ' . ,, . ,' .-· 
· ·• 116 • r •. ' ..... . , , ··, . . • • it . . ,. I,:." , . .· 
·, 
·.' ·.···--·'-.•·, · ... · '. 
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.... ., ; •, 
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Substituting. equation((2e64) into (2o63), we obtain: 
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+ 




' A -------...-2•65 
·,.·. 
' . 
. . . , 
X --------------2•66 
- ' . 




r3 C . 83 r2m ==A '-----------2·67 




.... : ... 
·· and. shrowl. 
. . 
. '. 
. . . . :~· . 
a. r, 
• •' ,, •• ·. t+ 
' . 
. . 
( J ' 
.. 
' . . .~. 
·: •:". 
• 
..... 1 ·.· FIGURE ·<·21 
,· . : ·, .. b . . .· 
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•.• • .. ·r;--·.-~ . 
.......... 
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·' . .• , .~ 
. ' . ·. ,'• , ... ; \ 
; ' : 
. ... ·: •. t 
• 117 • 
.. :. 
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. :-: ' 
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,-·.·· - ,,, 
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'. ~·-'." . 
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. ·,:., 
•• • ~ ' ' ' i..QQ,JJ,.,. ' 
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Referring to figure 2.21 the displacement of the stream-
.···· ·. · . l'ine~ eicrc~s th@ . blade· will assume to be governed by · the 
. I 




i . ~ 
. I 
!- . . 
. . 
. ' 
· ... , ··. fl3 = r-2 + 8 r - ...... --Q_ ..... ·· -------------- z. 6 s· .· .. ·· . ·• 
• 
= C1 T C2 f1 2•6 9 . 
. 
. 
. To find the constants C1 and C2 we substitute the following .·.··· .... ··. 
1 ·;-. 
- . .. . ..... boundary conditions 
. 
-
• -- r• •-•-"- ~ 
. ' 
. :· ' . ' , . . 
' .-- .. _.,. .. _; .. : 
- . ··.'-" .. :_· .• __ ., .... 
. . 
. . -~ . ' . 
. :_. ... '.;. ~- . 
.. ; .. ' ~ : . . . · .. 
. ' -
. : . ; .. ·, 
. ·- · .. - - ., 
•-' ' -
- · ... ·.,, . ': ... · : 
'• . -
. . .. .. ,· ... 
. .. ,,.·· 
' . 
. . . ~ 
. -.. . ; ' ' 
. . .. .· 
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.:: ..... : ': , .. ~ ,. . 
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. -
. . . 
·1 ' ; 
Substituting equation (2.70) into (2.69), we obtain the 
·,;.,..._ ...... !" 
following values for· C 1 and c2 -
. I ' 
. ~·. . ~.'-: - ' . 
.. 
.,.. ... _ ... 
• - .to c-
. I 
-
a.rh + brt: 
r1: .. rh , __ _.,... _ __.,.. ____ 2·7 /· · . ··. f . •. • 
. •: .,; .. 
. : 
' . ~ .: :-· .~ : .• 
a--+ 6 -------------·2·72 == . . - ,. 
r1: - rh 
.. . 
• 
. . . 
. _·:' - :· : 
_Substituting equati~ (2.71) ancl (2.72) into (2.69) - IP . . 





. '. :·,.. ~- ,. .r • 
: ~- ; :: . . ..·.·· .. . . . . .. . 
·. . . 
. ( . ' .. '~.:. i . ... 
. • 118 • .. .·.-· " ~ . ' . < : '. ,_i . . ;- :: .. ·· . . . • 
. . . -
.·, - . • ; . . - . I· - - .· 
. . ' . . 
·:, .:,•.. .... ' . 
. -~ 
i i• • . 
. 1,' . -
. • • •• : . ' : : -~ ' •. ·' 
. ·.· . ,',' ' : . , ....... :, ':"-
~. ;. . . . '.' ',' ' 
. . ' ,·-~: . ' .. : .. '' . : ·: ~ 
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-; 
._ .... , ,.' _ .. ·, 
' •, .. './· . ~ .... 
: . •. 
• ,• • 
. I 
.... ,- '• ;_ •,.. . ..··l,,' . 
. . . 
. '·• . i. 
' 
"' ·; ._ ·..... ' 
I, . 
.· . . .. , .. 
• '. • u•" - :· 
•· • _• I ' ~· 
.. ' . ' ,2.... ,· ·-i: ~". ·,_;,. ' 
. ' . . .. '.• ; 
- j • '. ' . . . . . . . ' . '~ . ' ... i -' : :· 
;_ t ' • . • •. _ • •, . ·~. ' • 
: . ~ ,·· .. 
• • r • : .. - ,· . .-· : 
' ' l • • 
,· ' . ·. 
' - . . . : '-·-. · .. · .. ,.'. : ... 
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• I .n; 
. . 
. . . ..... · .. 
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.-. , 
---- ·---· --·~ .. 
Substituting equation (2·.73) int<>· (2.68), we get: 
· .. , ~ ... . . . 
.. · ...•. ··•··· r'3 ... · . 
. . . . . -~ ·, . ·. _· .·, ·: ,, . ,·· . 
··•·.·.·· · .. · Where h· · - ; ... 
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' ............... ~. 
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! • • • ' I , - , ~ , 
. - • I r,· ','. . 
.· />- Dividing equation (2.74) by r2m, We get:. · .· . I 
...... · ··: 
. -. ' .. : r-=-. 
'._. ·. : _,, 
.. :... :.· 
.rzm 
. . - . · . .. : , . _., . 
. ;·· .. :." .-. 
. 
- . 
•, <'. • ,. ~ • 
.. ,,. . . 
X (, -h )rt: 
(1-h ),i 
'.. . ·. ~ r1: -. . . . , 
- ( oh +bl rzm · · · · · 
_ ............ ·--....... -. 2•75 .-
-- (o+b) 
·: ·' . 
. ,• , ... ,·-.... -- ·: 
• ,·, a; ·" :·• I 
. ' . ..~· .• . ' :·. ,:,-,, ·' ... 
, .. - -· 
.... ·. _. · . Substituting equation (2.75) into (2.67) .. , we get: ' . . . . . . •. . . .. ·.' .. : .': . . .. . - , .... 
. . : ' •. •. :. • . ,I- I ~ 
., 
· .. : ' · .. - : . -: ', ... ··_. . , : 
. . . . 
. . : fl 
X ( 1 -h }n-(ah+b )fro 
(1-h )r1: -{Q+b J 
. i 
; :, . ;,• 
,_ ·.: - .· .. ·. - - . . 
- / 
•• I_ ', • .-- ' •• 
·' / 
. - .. ·. -. - - , . . I 
_· _· ._ -- .·. A · -·Xce2. + 
, .. 
. • I- ; ,· : ' 
. . _·. . . ' . 
. · ~. . . ; 
·' .• 
. . . . ~ ' :- . 
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·-· ·. • Substituting equation (2.77.) into (2~76) · , V ' 





.. . . _-. 
I . X I- ~- o + 
- · · 
. . : -. . '21n ' ' ' 
. ,, : 
. ·. . ......... _,.,_ ·;·· 
' ' 
... , . 
: Now equation (2.57) may be_wri~ten 
',: '<·.· ·,. ·,·, _,: .~:- .· ' '' ' . , 
. 'i ' 
'' !····.· 
I 
' ' 2. ' : ' ' 2. ' .·· ·, ' 
d .·( c.e3 ) . ·•· · .. ---· · 2 Ce3 . 0-·· ------ '. +.:· - '' d/1 .· .· .. '3 . 
. . . ' ·. ··-~ :, ?. 
d fCa3J . 
d ·, . + .. r3 . 
; ,o - .,., . 
' ' 
.· ;·.:. 
_ ... ., -_ · .. -··--·. ·-
. . . ~ . . 
. :-' .. ·. ·'· 
' ' 
. Integra~ing we get . . : .. ·, I I • .• 
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2. , , .. I 
Ca: + · Ce: + 2 '"r83 df"3. .. == K.1----,·------2·79 
,: - . ·. ·. '· 
• - •• ·" -•• •·• ·~-< .-. • ' : •• 
. ~· : -:.: ' ·: . - . . 
. . •,. ' ' ' "' 
'- ' 
\ . 
- :- . ·.. . '. . -~ .. _ 
_ ·· :. ; ·_:·> ._ : .From equation (2. 74) 
,. . . . r ' 
·; 
- I ' • 
. . . : . 
'. ' ' .. _·· '·. - • -... \ .. , . - If~ 
.. 
• · !, . . •.. , .: . ~ . _· ·_ ; :·. " . ·• 
= drl.. { 1-I, } f't: 
( I - h )r.: - (a +b.) 
" 
......-----~-2·80 ... 
. . .• ~ -· ... 
.. "" : 
·, . 
. ·· . 
. ·,, I 
·-·· 
'i ," . '. . 
and fr om equation (2 . 66) 
. •; .. 
. ; . : .- -
. . ·.. . 
' - · .. .- ·. . . 
' I 
~ 
. cJ -- ---·----------------2 · 81 · ) "· . '. ; ~rn X 
,' ""' 
' . ' 
Substituting equation (2.81) into (2.80), ·we ob~ain: ... .- ' .• ' .1: . 
~ --·:..-:>----:..: .... - . --j-~. . ·.. . --~--·--:_.-.. ~, .. --· .. , ; __ . : ::_.....;.·~ ~: ... 
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. .. ' '! . 
- ~ . 
. ' : 
• • t:.. -
-~ ' .. 
. ' - .. . : . .... ·, 
. ' rz. m (' / - h J rt ' d'· -x-. ,, -· --------------. 2~82., 
. . .- .,, 
".' ·. . ..•.... · > d~ ..... 
·- .. 3 '' == 
-: '·, ·-·:. ·· .... ,.-· : 
(1-hJ~ --{a+b) · . · 
' ·: .. .: ,·-•. 
~' : -:," . 
' , . 
,•. '. 
'· . ' .. : .. 
. . ' . 
, ' 
. .. . _ ... .., ... -_.. ....... ., ,: ·-
,' 
,;. . .· ... -. ~120-
• .. .-. :- ' d . ·_ -_ --~ • • . • ; : ~ • • .. • ' • , ' • • 
.. . ~ 
-. ·., .- ' . -
• '• • _.·:. ..·- -:~-. 
-'.' 
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. .; .: .. ",. , .... "' .y 
- .. ' . 
. .. · 
. . ' ~ . ' 
- • ...! ' 
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' · .. \· ·: 
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-·· considering the integral · 
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-·· . - ~- ·. . ... ,.. .. ·- . ' . . -~--
\ 
,. ,, , 
_} ''• . 
. . ·. substituting equations· (2,74), · (2.78),· and (2.82)· into· .. ·.· ... . __ ,. 
. _·_the above we obtain, 
.. 
. ' . . ' ~' . 
. : :.:--·.·> ,,. . . - ' ·, 
.. , .. 
. __ ... 
. 2. 
Ce3 cJra. 




~- ?.. i 
, 1-5/NCX 
-A-Cez.mX 
. r.. ~ X(1-h)~ -(ah +b);un 
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' -·. .' .' 
.• . .- ', ;~ 
f, ' '• 
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. -· . 
. ·. . . 
.• . .. ''" .... _... ..• .· . 
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:·. ' .:J .'' 
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. ' :_' .::·::· 
'. ·. ', .... ~ . . ' . 
. ·, . - . •' .·.' ·. ~-·:~- .. : . ' ' ... : . . <:'::_ . 
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. : .·' : • • -· .. - : ~- ,< • • 





-. Substituting equa~ion (2.83) into (2.79) we get: 








• -- /1 
'. . ':~ ~: ..... -' ·, . . .'· :-. ~ . 
·. . ·. . . 2. 2. 
· • •··· .. Co3 + Ce'3 
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. _, ·.,,,. ·, . . 
- . ; ~ 
. 
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~ ;. ".' ' . '.. -' . ·_ . 
' •. . : .. . . ~', ...... 
' •, . 
.- . . ~ 
.. - ' 
[ X (1 -h)~ - ( ah +b) ~ f~ 
. . . rz,n 
...... 
•• ' : I • • 
.. . . ~-,-- . 
-' . 
. 
------z • 8.4-. •'. ·. . . ' 
·· · The integral in equation (2.84) cannot be integrated, in 
· Ii 
-\ . . . . . , . . . I . 
- ... ; . .: 
·.. - ' • f 
·. :· • _,.,.· .. , 
81 
,~, ·.- ·-:''. . ,, closed form, therefore it ·1s necessary to solve this .::' .·. ·,. ·.,. . . . : . . 
. ~ 
I . 
'"• - . ',. t ·. 
- . -~ . r~ · . equa tiORl n1U1merica 1 ly £or each design. . However, if the . - .·.,:, ·· . 'I 
. . ; .. ·...• .·•. f 
., · ..... ·,., ... _ .·. . •. ,.-. ·.:. . 1 · 
~ :· .... "'• . 
. . . ·· . .;, ' . 
.,. ·. ·:.····· :-: .. I 
·-···<,ci .. I 
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,·. ' , .-1 ·-· ' 
- ••• r r 
.. ,· 
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.
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... ·' / . . ~. ~ 
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. I . , .. 
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. C. . . 
) 
--- · W_ith these conditions applied to equation (2.84), .. we . · · 
. · ·. , obtain: 
. : '\. 
C, i. ·z. , 
Ca'3 + Cea + 2 
. .  
. . . .'. 
. t,, . 
. (! 
.· 2 2 
,--.. _l-5/N<X 
---· A ~ Ce?,mX di 
• ; '.,' f 
. .• - . . . 
... :) . 
. \. 
.. K·-. 
. - . I 
.. · .... · Integrating equation (2 .Ss) am substituting in equation 
·.··.~ 
. '. ' 
. -: ·. · .. ·. _: ;>> (2.7$), we obtain:· 
. , 
·v -: ·, ... ·:··.. 2. . . 
. . ', : 
- ., ~ ,. . . ·- ... ' 
, . 
-
2ACezrn l+s1N'tx (I +SJNb()X · . : : . '.·· 
' •.· -:.. ~ ... 
. . -· - ... + K,-. --2•86 
·.p·r, • '"/ '"Da•• ' ' • 
0 .. 
: . ,•· -~ ' . 
: : ' '' 
•• '. ' i .; 
.... "· :-:··· ' 
. -· 
' . .• 
Equation (2 .86) gives the variation of c83 with r~dius in 
te,;~s of the known mean diameter design for constant nozzle 
·---~· 
.. 
. ·.,. ·-· :·. 
. t' - . 
. -
efflux de·sign • 
. _, ... - .. ,• 
. . 
·. The final case to be considered is -that of a free vortex -
l __ _:_ 
. ·,}. .,., . 
. '- , .. 
.. 
.... , • ,_ 1 
-
. , . 
. •• · ! design with conical annulus walls~ • 
. . 
·. Eq~tion (2.57) may be written 
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:'!I,' .-
...... '~ . . . . 
.. , 
' 2. , 
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9 • •' • I ' 
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( . 
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. . . 
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. . ~ . Considering the c~s, Qf free vortex after the sta·tor ,, ~, .· -
· . then, . 
. ~1 . -. 
(_. .. 
. . 
'!i .. ' . - . 
r.. C . . ' . - C .· ------------------2• 8 8 . · 
·. 2 &2-.---'.'" · I 
, 
Q. - Substi~µttng equation (2.88) into (2.87) gives ·. ' .... : ., / .. . ' ,,·, 
1 .. ·_ • 
. '· . ,. 
:,.,_ ........ : · .. ··., ' 
Caz. === · CONSTANT •·· ... :.: -;-' . .. . ·. : 
-·> :,.:_ 
:· .·•· .... 
'. '. . 
· If we · a_gain let 
·- .. '•' .. 
~ ·. r ·, • • ' 
. ' . . ·,· (.. ~ ·': . . 
.. · '; .. · 








design %6ith @onical annulus wall1 equations (2 061) and · 
(2.75) apply. Substituting equations (2.88) and (2.75) -. . --·. I 
·: _ .· , · .. ·. _·· - -I 
. -
. . : .. , ' :· ~ 
. .. ' ··;: 
.. 
,. • ~- '7. .··• ·.·, .. 
. :· .· - ..... ·,·,.-. 
·' into (2.67), we ·get: ~ 
. - ~- . • ; . • ,' . . . : J '. 
. ,.,..,,. . 
' -· . 
. . '; ', ! - ••. 
·.; ,--,. ' .. 
' . . ~ 
·. C 1 + X{l -h}~ -{oh +b}r;rn Ce?. . -A' 
'zm · ( I --h)~ + ( o + b) 
- ·. ;, : __;:. ·: .. ·· ' ,:· ·. 
,'· ~ 
_. ;.;. . 
- l. 
-
,• . " . . 
. . 
. ' 
•.. ' ~ 
. '~ ' ..: ~. . ''. ·'. ,.- .. 
: . ~ . . -
. -
. -
~ ·- .... - - . - . "'. ....... 
. . 
- • ·, ·I .. , 
. r. ., 
, :.:, -·' .. 
• 
. ~ . . . . 
... ·,. .•;-· ,'., .... -~,. 
,.-
. I 
' . . -
._ .... -· ' 
,_ [A' - %ml [(J-h)~ -(a-1-bl] _ .. ,. __ 2 .89 
. x(, -h)lt - (oh +bl~ 
. lam • - ·.1 . . 
$ 
. . -
~ .. ·1 ,· .• • •. -· • 
Eq!-L9tion (2.57) may be written 
. • •I. 
- ,. -
. - . 
or.... . .. ' .. - . ,• • • . • . . . . 
. . ... ·: . I 
. ·... l .' . ~ .. 
·'' -~ 
?_· . .;,.+- ' e. 
. .,;. . 
. ,- - .. 
.· ,.. . . dco3 · d Ce3 . 
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. ,'. - ._··. ' '. . .. 
.. ' ' .:= '. -., .... '.' -
. . ·•. 
. . . 
·.. . ..: ' . 
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. . ···:. ,,- .. 
. -.~·. - -~.; 
:·. '. '• . - ·. . '·. :.' - . . ~- ' ~ .. 
: '. ' ~.' . . ' 
+ 
. . '. ' :·' ·.·. _'\~.,- -. . 
. . . ;;e 
; 
~r; 
·"' . ,. .. - . '. 
. . 
< •• • .' 
.. . 
• . .. ~ . • ' . . , • 
... 1 . 
- ' . - .. · .. -
·, • _:: •• :·\:. jJ ,. 
. . . . 
...... : ·;- -:- ... _. ' ........-....... 
- ' 
- . 
. . ~ ' -
···, ., .... · · -. --.123 • .... _, ·.· ... 
. . ' . . .-. ., ' ., ; . ._, ... 
. ' . - I • . ~ ~ 
. ' . . ·' . .-., . 
.. . '!',. . . • . ~',. . ' . - • . . 
.... .·• . ; ' •· . 
' I : • •• • : '. tr • ' , ,. ~· •. C •' • 
,-..... _. .. - ... ·. . . .... ., . ' 
. - ' ·- -· .... 
. ~ . 
. ' 
. . ·'. ·.; __ •. 
e • ':~ ', ...,.. • 
. . _,.· ' ' .. -
.. . 
f I • .- ' • •• • '• • . • : ' • 
'·. ~~ -···· .... . . . '.· . . .. 
·. .... . . . ... _,, .: ..... 
. . . : .,,__ . . .. - . 
- -
- . 
,' .:· _- : • ' • • .~ "·'.. '. .•• ·.,' .• .. • ' t . 
-. . 
, . "·("·~ ' . 
. . . . ~ '. ~- . . ... 
,. 
I . 
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-
(" ' . -~·· ,·· 
- • • ' ,J • • . 
• 1 ' • ..:;:·· \_ • II 
••• '··_ • ' ••• • •• ·• t - •• 
. . ~ .. ' . 
. : . l " 
. .· - ... - : ~· . ' 
• , •• •• • .; • ••• :..,. • C.· • 
· ...... , ·, . 
. \ . . 
- ' 
. ' •.· .· 
.:::.... .. ·· .. 
,-
- . 
;, .,· ~: 
. ._. ,, 
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. . ~. .. .. .; 
. ' ' •' _. ' . . 
. ~ . , 
! ... _._--_·.· ·'. 
or integrating, _- · 
•. 
• 
. ·.. ." .. ·. 
• I , • . ' 
' - -
t ·:,7-" 
. i . 
. ! . 
. 2. . 
,. 2. Ce3 dr.. ·. · 
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Equations. (2.94) to (2.107) ~~able the temperatures and 
· · .pressures to be established.· ac)t ~µe mean secti6n. at all 
points in the flow path. 
. -
. . • I 
.. I Efficiency 
.. 
• • w 
,,, • 
. ti. 
(. - · . 
' . .' ' ,· The two efficiencies,of importance in turbine-design 
I . • , . . 
--.- ·~i -
... · .··.. · are given on page 22. The total to total efficiency is 
- ~ ...... . : ·/ 
.... ,_.-. ·' . \ 
·- .. known as the blading efficiency and assumes_ recovery of 
~he outlet velocity in later stages.· The t.otal to static 
. ~ 
. 
. · .• J 
... 
efficiency~ sometimes referred to as the work r,itio, is 
,·'.i.i." - • 
,, - . 




availab.le energy. This .efficiency assumes the outlet 
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, ~ ,.. 3.0 Relating Tbe:cmod~ic CalGJJlationa. 
to Blade Profiles 
, 




The previous sections have c OVered the · estimation · , , ':< : . · ·. 
I . 
'i,-f optimu~. parameters, the mean sect~on design of a . ·· · 
' ' . . . . . . 
.. . . 
L u I 
u 
~. . 
. . . 
• J • ' 
. '- . 
. ' - ... 
. .. · \ . 
· .. _ ... ,. turbine stage$) and the application of radial equilibrium •. : 
, - . 
. •· 
·When the above calculations have·been completed 011 a·· 
particular design the thermodynamic properties will 
•••• -~ _· -. > -~- ' - - ' - • : ; 
" 
'lo .. , • 
:· ,, :. . .. 
' . ' . 
. • ,--.. ..c··" 
. ' 
. . ·· .. 
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-have been estimated at ~11 points in the flow field 
between blade ·rows. The problem now arises of specifying .. 
a blade shape· which will give· the required amount of work • 
" This in turn requires specifying the velocity magnitude 
and direction throughout the passages, and the blade 
surface velocities. The solution to this problem is 
·. referred to as the blade to blade solution of the quasi 
three dimensional £1°'4 problem. The classical methods 
_of solution are based upon potential flow theori~s and 
. ' 
conformal· transf·ormation· me-thods, however, since the flow 
. '· 
' 
·through ~ turbine blade row is ·predominantly .,an accel~rating 
'- one, the blade sJ,trface boundary. la.yers are generally thin, 
.. ·, .. -· ,. -
· ·· and high efficiency blading may be designe.4 without 
r 
i detailed analytical st·udy. It has been ··found. that- the , . 
~ .. 
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.··. methods given in Section 2. 0 £_or determination of pressure 




blade row efficiency to be estimated to within ! 2 .oz. ' ....... 
even though the pressure .loss coefficient is based upon . ; . ·- ~-· '.,- . . ' 
' . ,'·. 
.· . . ; ; ~ . .. 
. 
. . . 
: . . . - ' . 
~ . _,.. :' ~ 
' .. 
p ••• ,. 
I :1 
:"""',· . 
: ' ·-'.:~..:, . 
\ ' 
· blade gross parameters. A plausible ~xplanation for 
._this· experimental fact is that even if the blade shape . 
is su~h that velot!ity · g~e1dients are induced. of a 
magnitude which res1U1lt . in flow ~tepa~ation since the 
flow is predominantly an accelerating one rtec:,t8Jttachment 
,; 
. . ··, 
. C\ occurs some short distance downstream of separation. 
The problem which remains is that of determining the 
flu~d efflux angle from the blade row, and the mass flow 
.. 
,,. ' 
• :- • 4 
. . . . . ' 
. . i'·· ·-. 1 
passed _by a given throat. In reality the solution to this 
complex problem requir~s a knowledge of the throat boundary 
layer thickness together witp a knowledge of the velocity 





- being obtain~d by int@g1eation0 . In the solution of 
this problem the method used by rcef®renc~ 1 i~ to assume 
one dimensional flow at the throat and then s~l~ct the 




. '' .... , 
0 ..:., 
,... · ... · 
\ the· correct flow magnitude through the throat is obtained. 
.··,,' • l;l, 
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-.. The fluid .efflux ang·le is obtained from experimenta 1 ,' .\, ... 
. 
·-c orre la ti ons. ·The d~gree of accuracy·that may be 
expected from the above simplification. is a prediction · , . 
. - . . ' + of mass. flow t·o within. - 3.<Yk. 
- ' . 
·1.· 
- ~A - : --. 
3 .1 · Efflux An&le Prediction from a -Blade -Rew -
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Referring to f i81lre 3 • 1, between a. Mach number of 0 
. ,' 
:,. . -·- · and .s the gas efflux angle from· a blade row is ass~ed to · 
' be constant, and/ b~tween a Mach number of .s and 1.0 the 
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· e-f~lux angle is. ass.umed. to vary linear,ly. 
.. '' .. The pi'oblem is to determine that value of o/s which .': ·1.1 ; 
u,4',:: ··•·. · gives the outlet angles ~t. Mach numbers of o 5 and 1 er) 0 
.. ·: J .. 
. ';'", 
. such that for the de~ign efflux .Mach number·· the design 
efflux angle -·1s obtained. 
· The following car.relations are from the Ainley, and 
·· · · · Mathfe-son ·report (reference 1). 
.... ··. ·.~ ; . . . 
. "· ., .. : .. 
,\. 
. . :• .. ' ~ : , 
· Considering first the stator the correlation between ~ 
. · ....... .-
.,the outlet angle at Mach number 1.0 and o/s is given ·by 





0/s ( SA,rz. + A,r/) 
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Atz. ( / 
Su~stituting 3.2 into 3. i 
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A·t2 .. 9-"s SAr,2 + An/ 
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Substitut-ing· 3.5 into 3.4 we obtain 
Atz. -~ 5 AnJ· K + I--
==· 
,~~:s Anz. H + Ana 
6 
I 
If we let • 
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The correlation· between o/s and efflux angle at Mach 
~f• ~ number .s is obtained -as follows • • -· 
~-
('. I 
---* 5 4 -
; 
(X 
.0(2 e 2.. 
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'2 ~. I 
·- --· .. 
where <Xz.. is the gas efflux angle with 
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.If the value of e is. unkn~n it ~Y be 
follows: 
z 
curve of. the f unc tiona-1 re la ti~s1hip 
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· ·. Now CX2(MN - ·S) • is- given b:Y reference 1 as fol.lows: .-- . ; 
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· _number~ loO and .5 respec~ively. In order to obtain 
.'. -· ... . . . 
R ~F 
' the correct value of o/~. fore a given· design gas outlet . ' . 
.. ··- :·.; ......... : -,-· ' 
angle ~t a given Mac.;ti number it is nec®~H~SJry to iterate • 
.. . . . 
The· above procedure ;is repeated for the rotor. 
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~er ..•• -..~J ......... J -· EECu., .. u 1.,1,._.,.,..,,,.pb-~-
0 • 
· · · Having obtained a value of o/s from the above equation&·. 
which satisfies the requirements the problem is· now to 
' . 
-··. ~-·.• : 
.. 
defirie a· suitable bla·de shape. Considering the- conflicting 
,requirements when designing blade proftles the following .· 
· · method of specifying blade shapes has· been found to give 
. ; . ,·., . 
:· ,•••••.•R,-. .. 
. ~ 




The main criteria in the a tt~inment of high effic·iency 
.. :J· .. :: ' :· .. 
subsonic profile~ appear to ·be: 
(a) ·uniformly cconverging passage from inlet to throat. 
. (b) Avoidance ©f pur® impulse or rotor blade recodlpression, · . 
(c) Thin trailing edges. ... ·,_, 
,. 
The conflicti~g requirements in profi,le design are:· 
,-
(1) Required- inlet angle 
(2,) ~equired o/s 
... 
(3) Required blade chord '· 
. (4) Required section area 
"" 
(5) L'' ~· " Required position of section center of gravity . 
. The most rapid ~ay to produce blade sections to meet the 
-
" I 
above requi:re®fflent~ !$ thie cei;tt\cular arc meithod, the general 
par~meters of --which are given i1m figw.e® 3~4. ·· Profiles 
~ . 
· ~rawn to these parameters have in gene1eal 'been found to 
.. . 
.. 
give satisfactory efficiencies while still enabling a 
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· .. · .. · ·.· .. b·lade to be ·designed in· a. reasonably ·short period. of time •. 
_ ... · .. The JP)rocced'ure is that each ·blade· section is drawn independ-
. .. ently to meet ·the requi~ements of o/s·, blade chord, inlet 
· · - .·· ... angle and required section a·re.a. 
· stacked and individual. sections modified where neces1ary .. 
. . .:: 
· ·· •·· . . to give the desired leading and trailing edge line up and . - . ~ . . ·-·· . 
, -. position of center of gravity .•. 1 The r,quired va~iation 
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-4.0 · Design Example 
A tt:.tt>bine is required to deliver s_haft power by . . ... - ~--- _/.:_ .- - -- -- - -
. ·- -
-.. - · · expanding the products of combuirtion from. the inlet 
conditions given~ below to _a static pressure of 14.3 .- -
· · p.s.i .. a. 
. . s:' 
·, Inlet total pressure··· • 33.49 p.s.1.a. 
. . 
'. , .. 
'; ....... 
. ·._ --.· I 
o··· 
J ... 
1· • •. 
. . -
.. 
_. ·._·.·, ..... : ·:: . . ,- .. 
Inlet total t~mperature = . 1425 °R. 
. ·: .. Mass flow = 151.1 lbs/sec. 
----···-- :.ic.· -
• ·• - The· inlet configuration to the turbine has already been -
.· 
. - ' . ~ . 
::' . -· ... · .. ___ . ' 
I ! .. : .... , 
. . ·,: · .. 
. J .• ·· •.. ··-·: 
. . . . . 
- • .. •. ''!- ' 
. ·-, ,. 
.· ~ : . '. '. . '., ..... 
' .-,:-
. _. .. ; .. ·.- ;.:- '· . . 
·: \··,, - . 
'. ,.1, 
, determi~ed from other· considerations~ and the required 
. 
. 
speed of the turbine to match the driven machine is 
5250 Ro f .M. With the above given information the 
- · desi3n approach is first to select optimum- parameters 
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f : ' 4 .1 Sele-c.tion of Parameters . . . ·., -. "' . 
' ·, ,.-, .. ,..· ..... -
. In order to estimate approximately the optimum, •;/ - ., ______ . 
. .. 
. ... _ ': 
paranieters it is first necessary to assume a turbine 
. . ·~ 
.. -~:. .. efficiency. The value;.assumed is. only important. to n -~ •. 
the degree ·tha~ it is used· to obtain ,-the general wor~··- , ._ ... 
, .. 
. ... ,·, 
. , .·· - ·, ... : ; ;:· .· 
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Usually with experience of the type pf turbine to be 
' designed a good initia 1 guess can be made o . · If SJ . _however, 
. _the ef_ficiency· obtained after, optimi.za·tion is different 
.·.' from· the one assumed by more than two_ or three points 
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·_ Since -.the ex~ust velocity must be low from an industrial·· 
' ·. t. .. .. · .· 
· · type tuibine we can app1eoximate· the fluid outlet density 
: ·--· .. _using tot~l temperature ·1.e. 
,·· . ! 
. . . 
.·: ····-·,. :... ... ~,.: ... ·. 
. -·.:_::·:. Appr·oximate ··outlet fluid dens~ty : • • ,' • : < ; •• 
"" .· ,_ ---·. ,; -
' .... / .. 
. i:·. ' - ,,: . I 
'·. · .. ·. • .. :•· 
' '· -
= 144 X 14.3 
53G3 x 1192 
· ... ,.. ··· ,; ', ·. :·_,-.· 
;' f· • ·~ • • • • ·.: ~ • ~ • '•;. . • • ... . 
. .. . ~ . ~ . .'" 
' . . ' . . 
,: ,-·· . . :-··· ,.,, ... 
; ·· .. ;;"' .,, : 
- ~-· . . 
'' '.· ... 
,r •. 
. . -. 
' .. ·,•'" . ···, 
.. · ,'. 
, .... : , ' :-
= . 0324 lbs/cubic ft. 
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- .t . ~ ' . 
'i· • 
' .. : 
J. ~ • •. 
• \ C ' ~ • 
' .. .. •,· .. 
... . . . . --:--~--~·· ... : . ····.-
'. 
-- , ._· ~c 
. . ' ·• ~- . '· ., .. - . 
~ '. . 
• I 
For economic- rea~ons it is desirable to use as few stages . . ... ·,·· .; 
. ,,,.. ._-. 
: . . ( . '. 
- .• ' 
. . · __ -.· _;.' .(_ : 
. ·i ; . 
.. 
-- ( .. ~-
. ' - ··'-. 
41 ,. 
.- \, ... # ~ :· ... ••• "' 
,._, . 
• 1 i : ·.: , )l: : . :~- • ·. • ' 
• ,'! • '\ ~·- • 
. . 
. ,· • .. ' 
as p~ssible therefore as a first assumption we will--
consider a ~ingl® ~tage twcbine o The blade root stress 
is to be limited to a value of ·1ces~ than 33 9 000 pounds 
· per squ,are inch. This value takes into consid®r©1tion 
..•.· . . 
. . . 
. . 








- ' ·. --: . 
~ .... ·'. -,, .· 
···- ·_ The methoct: of determining stress magnitud~ i~ beyond the , ; ,/i:: .' . ;·.\> .· .. ·.· ·. . - ',;-· .·.·, 
.. ,.· . ·'. . 
\ ' .· 
,·:·.-··c 
. 
-··scope of' this th-es.is. a-nd. it ·will be assumed . that the. . · .. 
·_ above value is given. 
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,_· : From equation 1.73 Page 62 •.. 





.· · .· Substituting the known va·lues. of. stress. and. speed into· 
the above equation we obtain a maximum permissible v_alue · 
for rotor blade· outlet ~nnulus area,, and since this is 
.. 
· an industrial turbine where the outlet kineti© energy is· 
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. I 
' ' . 
i desirable •. , . .· I ,,:<_ ... ::·. · ... · · .. · ... · .. l ... '. _: -.. · . 
· ... 
i.e. · -An3· 33500 X 1.14 X 106 = ... _ ... 
525o2 : " . . . '-, ,•· - ·•~ • r.,~ '. • • • •' : •• 
= ·1390 square . inches 
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< i.e. .·.' .... Kp ti,T = • 1,54(Y;ooo . ·;~ . . ' ·: 
I ' ,,1,, 
. 
r. .. = 490 ft/sec._ · . "'- . :· '· . -~·"•'-;-·, ' ' • "I . . 
·· · ·: '.· -,. __ . :_:·- ~.ni,-d ... 
. . . ,; ·, .. 
· The problem resolves itself into one of finding a val~~ ·. ·. · · 
of blade speed. to give the maximum efficiency. 
. . ' . ·_. ' . . . . ~- .. _.. :. . '. '. With the aid of the f_ollowing equations table -4 .1 was·· . ..· . 
. 
compiled. 
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Column 9 was obtained from figure 1·8· · and column 8 from 
. • ... 
figure /•/0 . 
., .. 
- '- . - co·lumn i .. O was obtained by d~ducting an t8,llowance for 
. '' 
.. . - . 
\ 
- . ·.: . 
leakage loss, of 3 points, from column 9. . f The loss 
_ : · _:. · ~. . due to 'leakage is a function how close it~ is po~sible_ 
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·: -.. to run - the· ·t-urbine rotor blad.e tips to the casing and -
. .· ,::-_ . 
· • . whetber
1 
_the blading is shrouded or· ·unshrouded. -In this 
' .. ~, 
. 
' ".· _4 
I ' ' 
' ' 
p. 
- - --. 
• 
• ' • ~ 
,· case it was decided to go with unshrouded blades and . · 
the assumed leakage loss is an approxima~ion · based upon-.· 
• f 
experience i1ith ··this size of turbine. 
.. f 
4.l·and it should be remembered that the basic assumptions 
. ' 
· ·1n the plotting of these curves .are a speed of 52.50 Ro P.M-. , 
and_ a blade root stress of 33,50~. pou.rids per square inch. 
.. 
. ., . . . ·:~ -~,; ... Wi~h these curves together with other information of an 
. -- _._.. '.·· 
J: '< : 
- _ : ,:· -:<-· · .~--- _ economic nature it is possible to arrive at a set of 
i 
.. 
. . - . . 
. ' .... 
. . . ,. 




First examination of Figure 4. 3 reveal~ that with simple· 
radial equilibr.ium and axial outlet it is not possible 
to design the turbine with a blade speed of below about 
1085 without obtaining recompression at the root. 
Further si. fo.r ec~omic reasons the disk forging should 
. 
. 
be made as small as po:~sible_ and f01e competitive reasons 
/ 
the turbine total·- to static efficiency should be in the 
order· of 83%.. · 
. . ;.,,, · .. wi-th the~- above 'limitations the following ··design parameters . I• -
- were selected: 
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.. ' l Blade length 
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· · With the above relationship between hub tip ratio and 
. - ~ _. .. 
. ·, ··... . ~ . -:- . . 
. :,, 
... ;1 . 
ioinimum hub tip ratio about 5 to 10 pel'cent reaction 
may.be expected at the root.· It now remains to check 
the stator root Mach nwnber before commencing with 
.the detail design. 
Now . 
_ ..·..,. . .. 
-
1145 
' - i/r+2s. 
From equation 1.68 
~2. = 2.43 X 1.2 · 
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.From figure 1.12 
.J = 
. ., .·· 1.52 ... 
From. equati·on==-1. 72 
Y .. •m X J2_ 
. To, . · .. --
-I 30.4 X 1.52 
=. 46 .2 
• 
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_I 
From figure 1./4-the outlet Mach Number from the stator 
•ll.; 
., 
root will be approximately lo 05 and since this will be· 
_the maximum value of Mach Number w·ithin the stage .it 
is acceptable. With the above parameters it is now 
possible to commence the detail design. 
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4. 2 ·lle~eJ:LodJmami~sn .. . . 
. . 
• i• •. ·······• .From li::he given @ooditiwui and ,the parametric study · .. · , .•. -•·. .•. ... .. -,<.~-- .... - ........ ,,,. ,- - ·-· • --_· • 
. ..... 
·: . . :~ . ·. -,: 
. ··. the follo-~ing information. is available. 
·· · P0 1 = .· 3·3.49. lbs/squa·re inch. 
1 ' ! 
Tol . = 1425 °R 
,·. w. 
. . N .. 
·= 151.1 lbs/sec. 
= 5250 RoP,M •.. 
dm = -50 ·inches 
. ·_·~· .-:-:- . 
.. . ; .. 
.. • •:_\I 
.. 
. ,· 
... ·. :. ·. . ,f. 
. I 
; :·· .. 
~ .. 
. ·.-- .. 
~ . . ..: ~ 
·. ·It has previously been decided that the turbine will~be ·.· ,- .. 
:·;. . . 
· · -~.~1$.fr~,--.,.-~;~~.1r·<~'";- :;;~,. 
. ... ·-·.-·.~-.-······ ,,., ..... , .... - -•·' 
. . .. '.····~·--·-·· a single stage turbine with axial outleto The procedure 
'· . 
is to first calculate conditions at the mean section and 
.. · then t·o .apply some form of radia 1 equilibrium to obtain · 
. · .. , ?· .• ~.:..r_. -
. .. ' 
--
. ·-. ·' 
..... , :. ___ , ___ :··_:.,_ . the·va-riation of parameters along the blade length, 
~ 
.. --,_ . . Proceeding with the mean section· calculations .. it is •. !., ... 
-. . ' ·.• ,. 
. t ·. . ' .-
. . ,·: .. : ·., ~ \' 
. 
. '· ' 
necessary. to first guess a temperature or enthalpy drop . ; .. , ' .::, .· 
.. 
. - _. .-:- . 
. 
. 
,.. ,.• .... 
.. ·· ·.:- ,. . . · ... across the stage and then to iterate in order to match 
. 
. 
::. ,· . . . . 
. . . . . 
.. · the stage discharge pressure,.. In the following· 
. 
-
calculations the coi')bect temperature· \tained from. , 
. 
' . 
,. . ··. ·.- - '. . . . 
' 'I' 
• .I .· ..... ,: . 
- ., _,-: 
_previous .iterations will be us~d as a first assumption . ' ' •,. > .... ·· . . . .d:> 
•' 
,_ ..... , ... 
• in order to reduce calculation length . 
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Also» from previous iterations the axial velocities. from · 
. .. ~)_ -- -~ ,•·-- .. ..... ..... ' ... •,I.\ •• . .. , ' ,. • • 
' " . . .··· the stator and rotor have been fixed at 450 and· 475 ft/sec. 
respectively.. The exit vel~!;:y from the rotor was ,, 
. . 
· determined from stress considerations and· that frOm the . 
! 
. ·- ... stator was. found .. to be necessary in order tO Obtain a . · ( . . . : ~-; 
' . 
. smooth. annulus from stage inlet to outlet. With the ·. 
above information it is possible to calculate the work 
parameter and flow coefficient. 
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·.·.···From equation 1:6, ·since. · O<s = 0 · 
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0( .3 is, of course, equa 1 to zero_. Figure 4.4 is the 
·. stage velocity diagram drawn from the above information. 
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-..... ·~ At this point it is convenient tol carry out the 
. calculatione;a- in table form~. Table 4.2 is a listing 
..... ,· __ ; 
'' 
. , .. - ,. :·' ·/: ~ . 
. . ___ :...;,. .. of the information avai·lable at the start of the 
1 
. 
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Comparing equation 4.14 with eq~tion 4.1, it will be 
observed that the preliminary estimate of efficiency· 
differs from that obtained from the detailed stage 
calculations by approximately _half a point. 
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Eqwft:ions 4.16 all.d 4.17 are obtained from the application 
of free vortex radia 1 equilibrium, and equation 4 .18 when · 
appll.ed to each radius satisfiies the condition of constant 
enthalpy with radius. In applying equations 4.16, 4.17 
and 4 .18 we obtain Tab le 4 • 6 which is a tabulation of ~ -
angles and velocity components for velocity diagrams at. 
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With the above information it is now possible to calculate 
the thermeti_yn.sm;ic parameters at each: JC'crdi:t Siio:Llai fl!) "th.e 
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calculati.ons carried out· for ·the me_an s.ectiono For these. 
calculations the pressure loss. coeffic~ent is assume<?1· · to be .· 
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consta.nt with ~.adius. The results of these calculations · 
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· are given in Table· 4. 7 and from this data suffic~~nt 
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_ required gas outlet angle and Mach number as described 
' . in Section J. At this point it is necessary LO fix · 
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eertain blade geometry such as s/e and aspect rati;o. 
With this information together with a known area 
distribution determined by stress requirements the 
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4. 3 . · com~QfJlesJJm ~du:J:J.on and Test Resulta 
Using the methods of thi~ thesis, together with·. 
.. -· .._ additional data .r~lati~g pressure loss coeffic.ient ~o. , .. , 
.... · ~. ,,'. . . 
,. . ·. 
- ,·· . 
incidence, the part load characteristics · have been · 
'··.·~-': 
es·timated fc;r the turbine. •A• • ' 
.·.. .:i 
-,.· 
' . '. .. . . ' . -, . . · . . : .., ' . " 
-·, - ' ; Figures 4 .5, 4. 6 and 4. 7 ate plots of total., ---· 
'.· •• ·..: ' ' •. c- -
., . . (' ~ . ' 
- . ·' 
I ' • : • 
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• flow -~nd dimensionless_ horsepower versus total to· , • Q 
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• .• I- • ;. ·1' ,· -;_ 
... · .. ;-... N 
.··. , . . ··· static expansion Ratio for ~ = lOO'k, as 
. '•. . . 
~.101 
calculated. The additions 1 points shown are tes·t .. , 
. ,;_ .: .':, .... '. . '; 
. ' ; . 
. . :~ .. 
. ' ! 
I 
results. 
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' r Examination of these curves show that the turbine 
· total and static efficiencies are approximately within 
t 1%-while the tllrbine capacity is approximately within 
t 2%. 
In pbtaining the test results a calibrated water 
· brake was used to meas tu1x\e power arid an A.So M. E. 
. .\ 
calfbrat~d nozzle used to measure flow, ther~fore the 
· only ~hermod_ynamic measurements used in estimating 
· turbine efficiency are inlet pressure and exhaust 
_pressure and temperature. It is estimated that the 
teat accuracy is in the ~der . of ! ~i . "• .. _ .. _ - . .,, . 
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. ' t • 
- .. 
Using the methods of this thesis to design single 
· and · multi stage units of vari.ous sizes and· horsepowers 
. . J . . ( ., ' . , ... _ 
., . . 
~ .. ·-; 
. --- ..... ' . . . . ... • . 
. ·. ~.:.; ~'.. 
~ . ·:. 
· nas resulted in similar correlations and it is therefore 
concluded that. for subsonic t'Urbines P· within· the . 
... ,, ,., -
. . - ~ 
. ·,· ': , 
- ·::-·.. ... . .. 
. ' ~ ·""";- ' 
. limitations given in the body of this report, the 
··simplifications used in describing the f·lOW · through · 
· a turbine stage are acceptable . 
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